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Executive Summary
POWER project overall objectives are:
- To set up a direct participatory process by combining evidence gathered from stakeholders with
real environment monitoring data
- To facilitate the sharing of progress, knowledge, opinions and best practices in an open
consultation via a new Digital Social Platform implementation
- To mobilise social actions to respond to climate change with local strategies.
Considering the objectives and expected impact of the POWER project, the Project communication
becomes an essential element to their realisation. It will be a continuous process lasting for the whole
project lifecycle and going beyond it. Therefore, POWER communication strategy is based on the following
key elements:
- Establish specific objectives and timelines from the start-up phase, to be updated during the
project implementation according to the effective results.
- Establish the target audience for each objective.
- Monitor and control the adoption of the communication roadmap in order to achieve the
objectives.
This document, as foreseen in Task 5.3 Communication activities and public engagement, provides a
comprehensive and creative communication strategy, which includes as subsets communication to the
general public, to the scientific community, and to the targeted stakeholders. POWER communication
activities will focus on campaign-based activities targeting a broad range of stakeholders and the general
public. Instruments to do this include the project and partners’ websites, social networks, media, research
institutions and community outreach events in which partners participate in.
Key elements of this POWER communication roadmap include:
- Website – launched in M6 and updated throughout the project with news, updated information on
the priority issue the project faces, public results and deliverables produced by the project.
- Social Media – a POWER presence on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook for regularly posting POWER
progress and engagement with the wider community.
- Media and Press releases – aimed at maximizing the visibility of the POWER project and activities
across a wide range of relevant media channels and promote engagement of different stakeholders
with POWER. Articles in newspapers, online journals, and forums will be published, related to the
engagement activities, whereas outcome and results of the project are discussed in D5.1.
- ‘Link and scale up approach’ for public engagement - on the bases of the project, this approach will
be implemented by the means of a set of actions to raise extended awareness.
- Knowledge mobilization workshop or training - 1 per year, starting from year 2.
- Social hub activities - continuous, by the means of the DSP.
- Industry panels - 1 per year, starting from year 2.
The present document starts by illustrating the communication overview of the POWER project, including
the overall visions and the strategy for implementation. It continues by explaining the communication and
public engagement channels of the project, including the project’s website, Social Media, the partners’
channels and the media collaboration. The second section of the document is dedicated to the public
engagement strategy, it illustrates the digital engagement functionalities of the Digital Social Platform
websites and the plan of engagement for each of the Key Demonstrator City, but also the plan for
communication and engagement for the follower cities.
Cubit is the lead partner for this task. The strategy has been developed in close consultation with the
coordinator. All partners have to contribute to the dissemination strategy and plan through:
− Input in the discussions in the kick-off meetings
− Comments on the draft documents and as well as information on planned events for
communication for each country.
This communication strategy is complemented by the POWER Dissemination plan (D5.1) and elaborated in
concert with it.
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Introduction

1.1 The POWER project
POWER is a Research and Innovation Action, supporting the EIP Water Action Group, NetwercH2O and City
Blueprints. POWER is focusing on four of the eight priorities of the EIP WATER Action Group and will share
best practice on urban water cycle services (UCWS). It will also share the outcomes of the Blue Sustainable
Cities project. The Digital Social Platforms (DSPs) will contribute to the Europe 2020 social policy objectives
to enable large-scale innovation in order to tackle specific social challenges and support the update of the
Horizon 2020 programme results.
The POWER project’s goal is to achieve action on water challenges through widespread involvement at
political, professional and community levels. Because our ambition is maximum reach, the chosen means
for achieving this goal is both physical and digital, via the project’s DSPs and other digital tools, i.e. social
media platforms.

Figure 1. Key elements of the extended Digital Social Platform of POWER
The POWER approach goes far beyond the development of yet another interactive website on water. It is a
decentralized connected platform for cities with water-related challenges integrating a mix of technical
(online) modules, on-site measures, governance guidelines and best practices driving collective awareness,
collaborative knowledge sharing through the extended community of experts and stakeholders. The
architecture of the extended POWER Digital Social Platform reflects the holistic approach of the POWER
Environment, as presented in Figure 1.

1.2 Communication and public engagement strategy
The POWER communication and public engagement strategy sets up the following specific objectives, and
maps their expected impacts, the expected reactions from the identified target audiences, and the key
performance indicators. Raising interest and awareness of the project activities is extremely relevant for
the POWER project during its whole lifecycle.
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The specific objectives of the POWER communication and public engagement strategy are to:
1. Raise awareness not only about the POWER project, but also about water issues in general
through the means of the POWER website, social media, and the POWER best practice repository
in order to let others know what we do and to ensure maximum visibility of project activities, key
facts, objectives, and progresses.
2. Engage a large audience through the project’s DSPs, knowledge mobilization workshops, social
media virtual meetings, and general social media conversations to get input and feedback from
the community
3. Communicate progress through social media, press releases, and media outlets
4. Facilitate unrestricted communication and community involvement.
Considering the objectives and expected impact of the POWER project, the Project communication is an
essential element to their realization. The continuous communication process will last for the whole
lifecycle of the project and will be going beyond it. The communication strategy will consist of a
participatory process, involving all consortium partners and many members of the POWER existing
networks in order to reach a broad range of stakeholders and the general public and to ensure the real
social, political and environmental impacts expected.

1.3 POWER engagement model
The POWER DSP connects a top-down and bottom-up interaction, to enable interaction and flows of
information and knowledge between the different types of actors and stakeholders. On one hand, it
provides water-issues information and advice on known best-practice of relevance to the citizens’ local
communities, that is otherwise unavailable or difficult to find, in an easily accessible, timely manner. On the
other hand, it provides channels of interaction and knowledge sharing of the citizens and local communities
with the municipality and between each other. To support awareness and stimulate engagement, the
information provision, user interaction and knowledge sharing channels and functionalities integrate
information and knowledge visualisation and gamification techniques.
Environmental problems are complex, uncertain and affect multiple actors on a range of scales. As such,
the fair management of environmental issues demands transparent decision-making processes that are
flexible to the changing circumstances and embrace different knowledge and values, i.e. not only the one of
experts and policy makes, but also those of the general public (Webler et al. 1995; Webler et al. 2001; Petts
& Brooks 2006). Achieving the engagement of the wider public is key to the success of the POWER project.
The bi-directional and interactive communication is considered important for a series of different reasons:
- The establishment of a new relationship between expert and lay comprehending about water
issues.
- Making specialised knowledge about water widely understandable.
- Translating concrete and everyday problems and concerns of the public into an expert dialogue.
- The experience of laypeople is incredibly valuable, especially in the context of local issues.
- Involving the different stakeholder makes the process of higher durability and quality.
For these reasons, a public engagement strategy is considered key to the process and will be implemented
through the following main actions:
- Knowledge mobilization workshops or trainings (e.g. demonstration of prototypes in the key
demonstration cities).
- DSP social hub activities (dialogues and group discussions, large debates).
- Social Media participation (nurturing of the dialogue about water issues on Social Media channels)
- Industry panels (conferences, panels and round tables)
These communication actions are likely to be more intense post- key project deliverables and milestones.
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Figure 2. POWER public engagement approach
POWER public engagement will be realised through two engagement models and related actions (see
Figure 2 and Figure 3). The Digital and Physical engagement model, although here represented as separate
actions, are in reality part of the same process as input from the digital engagement will be used in the
physical model and likewise in the opposite direction. This approach is supported by evidence gathered in a
recent survey of digital social innovation initiatives across the European Union (Stokes et al. 2017). The
surveyors observed that the ‘build it, and they will come’ mind-set is prevalent, but rarely true. They
stressed the need for accompanying engagement and communication effort to ensure uptake of digital
products.
Primary target audiences for these actions include the following groups:
- Local community participants: NGOs are important for reaching out to individuals who are engaged
in the water related issues.
- International and National policy makers/Local Regional Politicians: policy makers such as EU and
national government authorities produce important policy documents on water related issues and
have a strong political and economic incentive.
- Officers and Experts (municipal, academic, business): they produce mandates and policies.
- Research and Innovation community: research institutes organised on EU or international level are
often both major users and creators of data and data policies.

Figure 3. POWER public engagement models
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1.4 Target users of the DSP and POWER activities
The POWER project considers digital and physical engagement as part of the same process with a unique
aim. Digital engagement through Social Media is aimed at directing the community to the DSP. The website
also provides a role in directing people to the DSP, but will also present the platforms’ functionalities and
some of the outcomes of the discussions (part of dissemination strategy and outlined in D5.1). The physical
engagement will not only be aimed at enhancing the DSP engagement activities, i.e. directing potential
users/beneficiaries to the DSP, but also to be directly collecting insights and best practices from the
involved stakeholders, that will subsequently be uploaded on the DSPs and POWER website. Physical
engagement also helps to build up relationships as a step to involving cities in a greater level of
commitment.
It is key to the POWER communication and engagement strategy to understand the target users for a series
of different reasons:
1. Demographics like age, educational background, socio-economic background, etc. define the way
content is presented to the target group and as such the output of communication.
2. Digital skills and attitude towards technology are important to understand what tools to use to
support the message and to keep the target group engaged.
3. An estimation of awareness and expertise with respect to an issue helps to target the message at
the right (psychological) factors to raise awareness.
4. The motivation of the target group defines how to reach them, how to bring them onto the DSP
websites and how to motivate them to come back to them.
5. Knowing their potential contributions allows to define ways of interaction with your users.
6. The targeted changes in the target groups will be part of the objectives of the impact assessment
(WP4). Knowing the changes will allow to set concrete goals that are achievable and measurable.
Our target users come from different tiers:
1. Politicians (Top-down). Our main focus is in politicians at a local level (mayors and counsellors), we
will also be targeting politicians at national and international (EU) level, identifying those with a
particular responsibility for the environment.
2. Professionals (Middle-out). In targeting our activities, we distinguish between the municipality
professional officers, water company employees, water academics, scientists, teachers, etc. who
represent all relevant stakeholders. A special case of these is the set of DSP HUB ‘owners’ i.e.
CASSA, Hagihon, LCC, MKC.
3. Citizens (Bottom-up). The general public whose knowledge on the topics is formed mainly by
personal experience, education and media representation of the topic.
4. Any other tier that emerges as our work progresses, such as citizens with detailed knowledge and
proven commitment to the subject area but without professional qualification.
The target users are additionally classified according to context from which they approach the DSP:
1. Key Demonstration City (KDC). User has direct point of reference with the KDC e.g. lives in, works
for, provides service for, provides political administration for the KDC.
2. Follower city – replicator. This type of city would want to have their own DSP PUB, replicating what
has been done by the KDCs in their own city. They would choose which of the four subject areas
they want to align to and their HUB would link into that alongside the KDC’s PUB. This could be led
by a municipality or a water company.
3. Follower city – committed. How would commitment to the POWER approach be expressed? Do we
intend to have a declaration of intent, expression of common understanding? How will this be
developed, and what nature would it take? This would need to be signed by politicians, but all tiers
can play a part in making this happen and then achieving outcomes and benefits from such a
commitment.
4. Follower individual – contributor/sharer of information. Users from this context will access the
DSP to share their own experience and good practices. The aim would be to draw them into a
greater level of commitment, with a clear process dependent on the points of contact (four target
tiers).
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5. Follower individual – casual interest. Users from this context will access the DSP to gain
information for own benefit. They may be very passive users – the aim would be to draw them into
contribution.

1.5 Ethical data management and procedures
The project seeks to abide by relevant legislation and guidance for ethical engagement with the public. The
procedures are documented in deliverables D6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Any collection of personal data is carried out
only with informed consent of the owner, and data are managed according to the plans set out in the
ethical deliverables.
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POWER communication and engagement objectives and roadmap

POWER communication and public engagement strategy sets up the following specific objectives, and maps
their expected impacts, the expected reactions from the identified target audiences, and the key
performance indicators.
The specific objectives of the POWER communication and public engagement strategy are:
1. To raise awareness on the specific water-related challenges in the key demonstration cities.
2. To direct users towards the DSP and encourage participation by all targeted groups.
3. To engage a large audience by the means of Social Media: in particular Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook
4. To make use of the media and press releases to communicate project progress to the target
audiences
5. To facilitate unrestricted communication and community involvement in water topics.
Table 1 shows the different elements of the communication strategy of the POWER project: it sets the
target audience and the message to be communicated, it describes the channels that will be used for
communication and engagement, together with the value to target during the communication.
Table 1. Elements of the communication strategy of the POWER project
Target audience
Politicians

Message
Political advantages and PR value
of more transparent, inclusive
approach to the issue at hand

Policy makers

Practical capacity to establish
approach and design policies and
actions which are based on a social
consensus

Scientific
community

Value of more transparent,
inclusive approach to the issue at
hand and of the experience and
knowledge of the citizens involved

Professionals

Practical capacity to establish
approach and create projects
which are based on a social
consensus

Activists/volunteers

Enhanced capacity of real
participation in the design and
implementation of strategies in
order to address specific issues.
Capacity of ConCensus to permit a
more important implementation
role
Enhanced capacity of real
participation in the design and
implementation of strategies in
order to address specific issues.
Capacity of ConCensus to permit a
more important implementation
role

Citizens

Channel
POWER website
Social Media
Press Releases
Knowledge mobilization
workshop
POWER website
Social Media
Press Releases
Knowledge mobilization
workshop

POWER website
Social Media
Press Releases
Knowledge mobilization
workshop
POWER website
Social Media
Press Releases
Knowledge mobilization
workshop
POWER website
Social Media
Knowledge mobilization
workshop

POWER website
Social Media
Knowledge mobilization
workshop

Value to target
Political advantages
PR value
Added participation
index
Political continuity
Added participation
index
Political continuity
Stable policy
implementation
Increased dialogue at a
social, economic and
environmental level
Added participation
index
Value of citizens
knowledge
Added participation
index

Participation
Implementation
Improved dialogue with
local government and
elected representatives

Participation
Implementation
Improved dialogue with
local government and
elected representatives
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Table 2 presents the objectives, activities, deliverables and checkpoints for the communication strategy of
the POWER project.
Table 2. Primary POWER communication objectives, activities, deliverables and checkpoints
Phase

Objective

Activities

Phase 1: Initial
awareness
phase (m1-m20)

Receiving feedback or
engaging in dialogue
through Social Media
tools
Ensure a maximum
visibility of the
website

Phase 2: DSP
ramp-up phase
(m20-m36)

Ensure project
activities’ progress
and results are widely
communicated and
stakeholders and
public involvement
has occurred
Wide participation
and feedback
Requests for more
information
Maximize visibility of
POWER achievements
in a wide range of
relevant press and
media channels
Receive feedback and
engage in dialogue
Enable people to
make decisions and
take actions,
Influence in the
attitudes of the
decision-makers

Phase 3: Scale
up phase (m30m48)

Raise extended
awareness and public
engagement by the
means of a ‘link and
scale up approach’:
knowledge
mobilization
workshops or

Develop the website
and its
communication tools
Monitor POWER
website performance
Create Twitter,
LinkedIn, and
Facebook accounts
and link them to the
website
Develop and
implement thematic
campaigns directly
linked to the website
Develop a Social
Media strategy to
reach maximum
engagement after the
DSP is running public
Link the DSPs forums
to the website
Promote POWER with
Press release
campaigns
Organise:
- Knowledge
mobilization
workshops or
trainings, such as the
demonstration of
prototypes in the key
demonstration cities;
- Any industry panels
(conferences, round
tables);
- Any
citizen/professionals/
policy advisory
groups/panels;
- Any water
hackathons on
lessons learnt – by
the end of the
project.
Organise knowledge
mobilization
workshops or
trainings - 1 per year
Develop and populate
the DSP social PUB
and MOB
Create in the DSP

Communication
deliverables
POWER website
POWER Social Media
accounts: Twitter,
Facebook and
LinkedIn

Communication
checkpoints
Number of followers
and ‘likes’ and
‘sharing’ of the
tweets and posts
Number of people
asking for more
information

Articles in
newspapers, online
journals and forums
Presence
of
the
project
in
Social
Media
communication

Number of articles in
newspapers, online
journals and forums
Evidence of media
debates on the issues
raised by the Project
Evidence of transfer
of the research and
innovation outcomes
of the project into
new practices,
procedures, policies
Number of followers
and ‘likes’ and
‘sharing’ of the
tweets and posts
Number of people
asking for more
information

Articles in
newspapers, online
journals and forums
Presence of the
project in Social
Media
communication
Webinar about the

Number of followers
and ‘likes’ and
‘sharing’ of the
tweets and posts
Number of people
asking for more
information
Number of articles in
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hub activities, any
industry panels

context:
- Static Repository: a
database of climate
change and water
related information
and multimedia
contents
- City blueprint: the
BlueSCities software
onto the Power DSP.
- Storytelling: a
forum/chat-room to
raise awareness
through sharing
experience among
the 4 KD cities
- Online
competitions,
campaigns
- Webinar on the
functionalities of the
DSP
-Mobile applications
that relate user
behaviour and
feedback with
context dashboard of
indicators according
to physical location

POWER
687809
functionalities of the
DSP

newspapers, online
journals and forums
Evidence of media
debates on the issues
raised by the Project
Number of people
joining the webinars
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Table 3 summarises the KPIs for the communication strategy of the POWER project, including online
activity, i.e. the websites, emails, social media actions, DSPs forums comments, and offline activities, such
as networking events, workshops and conferences, printed media articles and scientific publications.
Table 3. POWER KPIs for communication
KPIs for communication
POWER website visitors
POWER website visits
‘Get in touch’ messages received
Followers on Twitter
1
Actions on Twitter
Fans on Facebook
Nr. of Facebook posts
2
Actions on Facebook
Followers on LinkedIn
Nr. of LinkedIn posts
3
Actions on LinkedIn
DSPs’ visitors
Networking events attended
Workshops attended
Conferences attended
Printed media articles published
Scientific publications
Online links referring to POWER project
Number of Press releases
Number of recipients of newsletters
4
with POWER news
Number of POWER newsletters sent
out

Phase 1
m1-m20
20,000
80,000
20
200
400
n/a
n/a
n/a
100
n/a
100
n/a
21
5
17
n/a
n/a
10
6
5,000

Phase 2
m20-m36
30,000
180,000
30
1,100
800
1,000
200
1,000
300
200
300
20,000
20
6
15
5
6
20
12
7,000

Phase 3
m36-m48
50,000
340,000
50
1,200
1,200
1,500
500
5,000
600
500
600
40,000
20
10
15
5
6
30
12
9,000

Overall
100,000
500,000
100
2,500
2,400
2,500
700
6,000
1,000
700
1,000
60,000
61
21
47
10
12
60
30
9,000

3

2

3

8

2.1 POWER website
The project website and the linked Social Media play a central role in the POWER communication strategy.
POWER will have its own website making project information available online. It will be further developed
during year one and regularly up-dated throughout the project. The site will be interactive and contain
project and partner’s descriptions and regular updates on the progress of the project. There will be a news
section, a public documents’ section, and a Press releases space. It will build awareness of the project and
link to networks of representative associations and institutional websites. It will be built, run and regularly
maintained by the Communication Manager of CUBIT. It will be fed up by all partners of the project
consortium. The look of the POWER website is presented in Figure 4 included in Annex 1 – Screenshot of
the POWER website.
Within its primary scope is the provision of an integral communication tool for stakeholders. This is
considered important in order to promote communication and possible collaborations with other projects
and initiatives. The website is reachable at the URL http://www.power-h2020.eu and it was released in May
2016. Statistics regarding the trends of the visits in the website and feedback received for each tool made

1

With actions on Twitter it is intended any activity that followers do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.
Retweets, Likes, and Mentions
2
With actions on Facebook it is intended any activity that fans do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.Likes,
Comments, and Shares
3
With actions on LinkedIn it is intended any activity that fans do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.Likes,
Comments, and Shares
4
Target number for newsletter to be sent are set in D5.1 and here only reported for clarity.
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available for engagement from the website, can be considered as indicators to measure the success of this
part of the communication strategy.

Figure 4. Screenshot of the POWER Social Wall on the website. Sources: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, RSS
feed from the DSPs websites
Creative Commons Licence is a good legal tool for providing open Access in its broadest sense. POWER
website material related to communication will be published under a Creative Commons BY Attribution 4.0
International License. In doing so, we hope to find more followers for our project and to make results more
reusable to others.
‘WordPress Statistics’ has been installed to track statistics for POWER site. The SmarterStats statistic service
of Aruba has also been activated to monitor website traffic.
Table 4. Power website KPIs
Target
Number of website
visitors per month

M20
2,700

M36
5,000

M48
10,000

2.2 POWER Social Media
In addition to the project website, dedicated Social Media accounts for the project have been set up on
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook and will be used for project communication and dissemination. The goal
of these social channels is to facilitate the communication of project results and related topics and activities
to an international audience with a primary focus on scientists, professionals, institutions and NGOs active
or interested in the topical areas related to the project. Furthermore, as these social channels also tend to
be used by a broader general and/or (semi-) professional audience, the secondary target group also
includes individuals and other stakeholders with a special interest in project-related topics, results and
activities.
The social communications on Social Media channels will follow the so-called “multiplier strategy” to
maximize its effectiveness and reach: one of the primary goals will be to attract multipliers, i.e. Twitter
accounts with high numbers of followers in appropriate areas and target audiences as followers of the
project channels. This is a well-known strategy of successful Twitter communicators, especially where
communications channels of special-interest topics need to be built from scratch (as is the case in every
new European project).
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Social media channels:
- Facebook: PowerH2020
- Twitter: @PowerH2020
- LinkedIn: Power Project
The Twitter hashtag #project_H2020 and the commenting function on Facebook were monitored to gather
the public’s views. In addition to the project’s hashtag, other popular hashtags were monitored, such as
#WaterIsPrecious, #Water, #ClimateChange, #watermanagement, #WaterSecurity, #WaterReuse,
#savewater, #ThinkWater, #Waterpedia, #drought, #WaterIsLife, #FloodAware, #flooding. Facebook and
Twitter will also be used to invite the community to participate in the Virtual Meetings.
POWER social media material related to communication will be published under a Creative Commons BY
Attribution 4.0 International License.
Table 5 illustrates the target definitions for activity on all Social Media channels for the POWER project.
Details for each channel are outlined in the subsequent sub-sections.
Table 5. Target definition for all Social Media channels
Target
Number of Twitter
followers
Number of Tweets
Number of LinkedIn
followers
Number of LinkedIn posts
Number of Facebook Fans
Number of Facebook Posts
Overall Social Media
5
reach

2.2.1

M18
205

M36
1,100

M48
1,200

312
126

1,000
500

2,500
1,000

n/a
n/a
n/a
2644

200
1,000
200
10,000

500
1,500
500
25,000

POWER on Twitter

The POWER project is on twitter at https://twitter.com/powerh2020.
Partners who have twitter accounts will be encouraged to tweet as often as possible, but at least once a
month, about the project with the relevant hashtags so that messages can reach a broader and undefined
audience.
The Twitter account (@powerh2020) and the corresponding hashtag (#powerh2020) have been set-up for
easy, immediate communication of project results and activities, and for sharing news and information
related to the broader area of the project topics and the project mission. In addition to that the hashtag
#WaterIsPrecious6 will also be extensively used in the tweets of the project, not only to show
@powerh2020’s followers that this is the issue the project is talking about, but mostly to set the project as
one of the key player for water issues on Twitter and to attract people that are interested in the issue.
To maximize the effectiveness and impact of the projects’ Social Media channels, a communication plan on
Social Media has been created and is coordinated and supervised by CUBIT.
Daily posting
1. Sharing one item of discussion from each city each week and nurture conversation about it (define
a day per issue so people know what to expect and can participate more easily to the discussion)
- Monday: Water conservation
- Tuesday: Flood risk and extreme weather events
- Wednesday: Free agenda, asking people to share their concerns about water and what they
want to discuss about
- Thursday: Water Quality
- Friday: Reduction of water consumption
5

Including viral reach from shares of other accounts
6 https://twitter.com/hashtag/WaterIsPrecious?src=hash
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2. Invite people to visit the website and the DSPs websites
3. Sharing the news about the project (progress, upcoming conferences, etc.)
4. Sharing articles about water issues and other environmental issues from reputable sources
Ad-hoc tweets:
- Engaging in conversations with followers/other water-related accounts
- Replying to followers’ questions
- Live-tweeting from conferences where POWER is presented
To attract followers, not only project-related news and activities, but also other thematically-related
content that can generate value for the project target groups will be communicated. Topics that will be
communicated include, among others: water quality, flood risks, reduction of water consumption,
environmental sustainability, multi-stakeholder dialogue for management of trans-boundary water
resources, droughts, etc.
Actions to increase the number of followers:
- Sharing the account within the POWER network and invite all partners to join and to share within
their community
- Contact influential figures to a global level for water issues and sustainability and ask them to share
the account by telling them the aim of the project
- Contact influential figures at a local level (Leicester, Milton Keynes, Sabadell and Jerusalem) and ask
them to share the account by telling them the aim of the project
- Send newsletter to all people registered and invite them to join, plus ask partners to do the same
Lessons learned from previous work and other projects show that communicating only news on project
activities is not a successful strategy for attracting followers on Twitter. Rather, the published content
needs to provide a value of its own for the target audience(s) in order for them to decide to join as
followers and participate in the conversation.
Furthermore, besides including the project tweet stream on the project website, an additional Twitter
aggregator collecting tweets from related European water projects will also be provided on the project
website. This webpage will automatically aggregate and display a real-time stream of tweets corresponding
to a set of predefined topical hashtags. This shall provide an easy overview of Twitter activity and news
from water-related European projects as a resource available to the project target groups. The project
communications team will also use this page for identifying interesting tweets to be disseminated further
also through the project social channels.
Table 27 in Annex 5 – Targeted hashtags by POWER on Twitter describes a shortlist of the main
hashtags targeted during the communication campaign.
Table 6 depicts the target number of Twitter followers to be reached in different stages of the project. The
target numbers reflect the multiplier strategy of project communications on social channels that aims at
attracting individual and institutional followers, which already have high numbers of followers themselves and thus allow us to effectively multiply the reach of the project account itself by several orders of
magnitude.
Table 6. Targeted numbers of Twitter followers and communications
TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of Twitter followers
(cumulative)
Nr. of Tweets
7
Actions on Twitter

205

1,200

2,500

312
400

1,000
800

2,500
1,200

2.2.2

POWER on LinkedIn

The POWER project is on LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/11257601/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/power-project-772b45116/.

and

7

With actions on Twitter it is intended any activity that followers do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.
Retweets, Likes, and Mentions
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Relevant LinkedIn water network and other groups, such as the NetwercH2O and the EIP City Blueprint
Action group, will be targeted. The project will use these groups to disseminate the project research news,
results, potential exploitation opportunities and impact to a large community of professionals and
scientists, etc.
A LinkedIn group has been set up and will be used to disseminate the project results to a professionallyoriented audience as they become available. The target audience includes professionals and researchers
interested in thematic areas related to the project: from the water-energy-food nexus and integrated water
resources management to more general sustainability issues. The LinkedIn group will also link materials
shared through Twitter further stimulating social interaction and propagation of project awareness and
related topics in the target audiences.
Weekly posting – 3 posts per week
1. Invite people to visit the website and the DSPs websites
2. Sharing the news about the project (progress, upcoming conferences, etc.)
3. Sharing one article about water issues from reputable sources or sharing updates from partners
Table 7. Targeted numbers of LinkedIn group members and communications
TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of members (cumulative)

126

500

1,000

Nr. of LinkedIn posts

n/a

200

500

8

100

300

600

Actions on LinkedIn

2.2.3

POWER on Facebook

The POWER project is on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/Powerh2020-1938737746415576/.
Facebook is by far to date the biggest Social Media network. Facebook has seen remarkable growth,
increasing from 5 million users in 2005 to more than 900 million in 2012 and it reached 1.23 billion daily
active users on average by December 2016 (Facebook 2017). Instagram for 600 millions, Twitter for 319
millions, Google+ for 400 million (Statista 2017).
For this reason, it was important for the POWER project to have a presence and visibility on Facebook, to
be able to reach a larger audience, especially citizens. The Facebook account has been launched in month
18 of the project and will be used as the main channel of communication with the larger audience.
Different communication techniques on Social Media will be used and tested to make sure that the Page
will maximize its visibility: different groups that talk about water will be joined and they will be invited to
join the conversation, Facebook Ads will be tested to promote not only the content, but also the news and
activities of the projects.
Weekly posting – 5 posts per week
1. Sharing one item of discussion from each city each week and nurture conversation about it
2. Invite people to visit the website and the DSPs websites
3. Sharing the news about the project (progress, upcoming conferences, etc.)
4. Sharing one article about water issues from reputable sources
5. Sharing updates from partners
Ad-hoc Facebook posts:
- Explaining particular issues raised by participants
- Posting about conferences where POWER is presented
Actions to increase the number of fans:
- Sharing the Page within the POWER network and invite all partners to join the community
- Asking the partners to invite people they know and that could be interested to like the Page

8

With actions on LinkedIn it is intended any activity that fans do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.Likes,
Comments, and Shares
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Find groups of people interested in water issues and sustainability and ask them to share the Page
by telling them the aim of the project
As organic reach is now only 1% on Facebook and it is now a marketing platform, invest in
retargeting ads (inviting people that visited the website to join the Facebook page) and prospecting
ads (inviting new public to like the page)
Table 8. Targeted numbers for the Facebook communication strategy

TARGET

M18

M36

M48

Nr. of fans

n/a

1,000

1,500

Nr. of posts
9
Actions on Facebook

n/a
n/a

200
1,000

500
5,000

2.3 POWER Best Practice Repository
The POWER best practice repository (depicted in Figure 5) serves as an umbrella providing an overall view
to the outside world and a central entry point to the POWER DSP with its instances in the pilot cities. It is
accessible to all stakeholders beyond the Key Demonstration Cities and connects and disseminates
discussion, exchange and sharing within KDC communities to the outside world.

Figure 5. POWER Best practice repository to engage with the wider POWER community
The best practice repository is an important pillar of the POWER strategy to connect the local spheres
within the key demonstration cities with the outside world and to engage with a wide community of
follower cities, experts, professionals and other stakeholders. In order to stipulate involvement of a large
number of cities in the repository, its entry page shows an interactive map of all POWER cities (KDCs +
follower cities) with a top-ten list of the most active cities (based on platform activity, i.e. number of
content contributions) ranked along 4 different badges (gold, silver, bronze, and grey).

9

With actions on Facebook it is intended any activity that fans do with the content published by the POWER project; i.e.Likes,
Comments, and Shares
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the start page of the best practice repository

Figure 7. Screenshot of the featured best practices overview
In order to connect the outside world of follower cities and experts with the local communities in the cities,
it consists of two areas: featured best practices (top-down) and a community contribution (bottom-up)
area. Featured best practices will be selected by the POWER project and will be extended with a selection
from community exchanges, online discussions, tip sharing and examples in the key demonstration cities
(e.g. on water conservation in community gardens, the use of non-potable water etc.), selected by each
local community manager. For each city a local community manager (one of the most enthusiastic users)
will be selected. The community manager monitors and selects and edits the examples that are to be
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featured in this area (provides a summary in English, selects an image and enters it into the repository).
Each best practice can be commented and discussed by all external users beyond the pilot city.
In the community contribution area of the best practice repository, all external users and stakeholders
beyond the key demonstration cities can contribute their own best practices and discuss contributions from
others. Here unfiltered examples from community sharing in the KDCs (in original language and form) will
be automatically collected and displayed (e.g. by selecting the most recent ones with highest number of
likes). Members from our existing networks (like NetwercH2O, EIP water, etc.) will be invited to check and
contribute to the best practice repository.
Furthermore, the best practice repository also supports the dissemination by transferring insights from the
local use of the POWER DSPs to broader audience and stakeholders (and is thus also mentioned in D5.1).
Table 9. POWER Best practice repository KPIs10
Target
Number of visitors
Number of cities that
share their best practices
Number of best practices
uploaded

M20
n/a
n/a

M36
1,000
10

M48
4,000
30

n/a

30

100

2.4 Media and Press releases
In order to ensure the effective demonstration of the POWER model and foster the political, social and
environmental uptake continuous media work will accompany the action. The use of this tool could reach a
large audience because of the credibility of the mass media. Number of articles in newspapers, online
journals and forums, evidence of media debates on the issues raised by the Project, etc., can be considered
as indicators to measure the success of this part of the communication strategy.
Own Press releases or news as well as the publishing of articles in expert journals will promote the project
and the services offered. Also, the offers through the newsletter foreseen in the Dissemination plan will be
of main importance.
The following activities are foreseen (appropriate occasions will be defined on the national level):
- Articles and Press releases or news to promote the successful adoption of water-related
governance systems in expert press or website news, online journals, forums aiming to attract
additional stakeholders to make use of the know-how elaborated in the project; international press
articles (months 6-46).
- Articles to publish the main results as presented in the final conference in order to initiate further
activities and projects by relevant key actors (months 29-48).
Press releases will be published according to project progress (at least 6 by all partners). Climate Alliance
will draft the press release and partners will adopt and translate according to their requirements and target
groups. Topics will include for example:
- Progress and results of Power
- Launch of the DSPs websites
- Special events
- Important news on water issues (legal or political aspects, etc.)
A press review will be prepared at the end of the project by all project partners. Press review EN/DE by CA;
national languages by partners: IT, SP, NL, PT, HE. All press releases will be available in the POWER project
website, ‘Press release’ page.
News announcing the launch of the project has been already issued in several countries, a project summary
has been and will be published in all partners’ organizations’ websites:
- http://baseform.com/np4/power.html
- http://www.kwrwater.nl/page.aspx?id=11419
- http://www.cubitlab.com/en/the-european-project-power-has-just-been-launched/
10

The presented KPIs are illustrated in D4.2 and are here reported for completeness.
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https://www.hagihon.co.il/News/NewsItem.aspx?nodeId=227&id=180
http://www.netwerch2o.eu/projects/
http://www.uu.nl/en/news/kwr-and-utrecht-university-partners-in-horizon-2020-project-power
http://newsletter.klimabuendnis.org/index.php?id=238#c3153
http://www.klimabuendnis.org/593.0.html
http://www.klimabuendnis.org/824.0.html
http://www.klimabuendnis.org/824.0.html?&L=1
https://www.watershare.eu/power-project-kicks-off/

Partners will also actively use their national and local press and media channels to ensure publicity to the
Project activities and results. The list of press and media channels that will be used are included in Annex 8
– Mass Media, Press release. Whenever an important milestone in the project has been reached, the
subsequent Press release will be forwarded to the European Commission by the means of the Project
Officer to help spread the word. In addition, relevant freely accessible EU tools will be used for the purpose:
- Horizon Magazine – http://horizo-magazine.eu
- Project stories – http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/newsroom/551
- Research*eu results magazine – www.cordis.europa.eu/research-eu/magazine_en.htm
- Research*eu focus – www.cordis.europa.eu/research-eu/research-focus_en.htm
- Newsletters – www.ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=publications&lg=en
- Online news: Headlines – www.ec.europa.eu/research/infocentre/all_headlines_en.cfm; Cordis
Wire – http://cordis.europa.eu/wire/
POWER press releases material related to communication will be published under a Creative Commons BY
Attribution 4.0 International License.
Table 10. Target definition for Press releases11
Target
Number of Press releases

M18
6

M36
12

M48
24

Overall
42

2.5 Newsletters
As explained in details in D5.1, a POWER newsletter will be published every 6 months starting with M6 both
to disseminate the results of the POWER project and to serve as a communication and engagement tool.
The newsletter content will also be published on the POWER website. In addition to the general newsletter
of the project, each partner will publish articles related to POWER progress and results in their own
newsletters.
Central elements for newsletter for the communication strategy will be:
− Best practices in city water management
− The launch of the Digital Social Platforms (DSP)
− Trends and pressures and City Blueprints of partner cities
− Announcement of Social Media platforms and invitation to join the discussion
− Communication of the public events in the pilot cities.
POWER newsletter material related to communication and dissemination will be published under a
Creative Commons BY Attribution 4.0 International License.
Table 11. POWER KPIs for the newsletter
Dissemination KPIs
Number of recipients of newsletters
with POWER news
Number of POWER newsletters sent out

11

Phase 1
m1-m20
5,000

Phase 2
m20-m36
7,000

Phase 3
m36-m48
9,000

Overall

3

2

3

8

9,000

The target for Press Releases is set in D5.1 are is here reported for completeness.
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2.6 POWER communication campaign to engage the public to take part in DSP
A communication and engagement campaign with the specific aim of encouraging users to take part in the
discussion and to provide their input in the DSPs will be implemented by the POWER project. The message
of the campaign will be unified, as to encourage all users to take part in the conversation, and will be
centralised by the POWER project, but collaboration from KDCs will be sought and they will be encouraged
to encourage their networks to take part in the DSPs. The campaign will run from mid-October 2017 on a
variety of digital and physical resources:
- Press releases to be sent to the different audiences at the local and national level, following what
presented in Section 2.3.
- POWER and KDCs Newsletter to be sent out as presented in Section 2.5.
- Links, articles, or banners to be added on the local partners’ websites.
- A Social Media Campaign targeted specifically to engage the community in the KDCs and targeting
specific hashtags and locations (Some of the targeted hashtags will be, among others: #Leicester,
#Leicestercity, #Leicestershire, #MiltonKeynes, #MiltonKeynesCentral, #Jerusalm, #Sabadell). The
strategy will follow what presented in Section 2.2.
- Flyers will be printed and will be handed out in partners’ organisations and during events.
- People contacted during events and conferences will be invited to join the DSPs and take part in
the conversation.
- E-mailing through the POWER network and to the local stakeholders’ groups; e.g. the community
garden activists in Jerusalem or the flood wardens in Leicester.
- E-mailing to the Follower cities network.
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POWER engagement action plan

In order to ensure effective public engagement, all possible communication and dissemination tools will be
exploited: project website, e-mail, internal conferences, journal publications, policy papers, media
communications and Press releases, workshops, external conference presentations, social networks and
the telephone to contact individual stakeholders and ask them to be involved in POWER.
Table 12 presents a summary of the main events and activities where the POWER project will be
communicated. For the detailed plan, please refer to the roadmap presented in D5.1, which has also been
included in in this deliverable for reasons of completeness in Annex 3.
Table 12: Main communication and engagement events and activities of POWER project
2016

2017

2018

2019

Q1

- EIP water conference in
Leeuwarden 2016,
- NetwercH20
Conference and General
Assembly – Pisa, Italy

- Department for DSI Fair
2017, a CAPSSi event –
Rome, Italy
- Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy London, UK
- EU Water Sector
Coordination event
- Waterwise 2017, an
ICT4Water cluster Event London, UK
- Resilience Workshop at
Open University Heerlen, The
Netherlands

- 5 Cycles of Conferences
“Aigua I Mon”, Sabadell,
Spain
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop in KDCs
- Waterwise Water
Efficiency Conference &
Water Saving Week (date
& place pending)
- Flood and Coast 2018
(20-22 March, Telford,
UK)
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations,
Sabadell, Spain

- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations, Sabadell,
Spain
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop in KDCs
- Waterwise Water
Efficiency Conference &
Water Saving Week (date
& place pending)
- Flood and Coast 2019 (2022 March, Telford, UK

Q2

- Adaptation Futures
Conference 2016,
Netherlands
- CAPS Community
meeting and workshop,
Germany
- First International ECSA
Conference 2016,
Germany
- WE&EU Conference,
Belgium
- Strategieworkshop
Klima-Bündnis, Germany
- ICT4Water Cluster
Meeting – Jerez, Spain
- DSI4EU: Shaping the
Future of Digital Social
Innovation, Belgium

- Energy Cities Annual
Conference, Germany
- Water Nexus
Conference 2017,
Germany
- Save Water Southeast
conference, UK
- Water Conference Pole
D’eau, France
- The annual
international Congress of
the Energy Agency,
Germany
- ICPP 3 – Singapore 2017
- EUSEW, Belgium
- AWWA – American
Water Works Association
- Annual Conference &
Exposition 2017, USA

- Energy Cities Annual
Conference (date & place
pending)
- UK Water Saving week &
Waterwise annual
conference, UK
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Spain
- National Climate
Alliance Conference
2018, (date & place
pending), Germany
- International
Conference on ICT for
Sustainability (ICT4S),
Canada
- AWWA – American
Water Works
Association, Annual
Conference & Exposition
2018, USA
- 3rd Efficient Water
Systems International
Conference, Greece

- Energy Cities Annual
Conference (date & place
pending)
- UK Water Saving week &
Waterwise annual
conference (date & place
pending)
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for target
groups, Spain
- National Climate Alliance
Conference 2019, (date &
place pending), Germany
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Q3

- ICT4Water Cluster
Meeting – Jerez, Spain
- DSI4EU: Shaping the
Future of Digital Social
Innovation, Belgium
- Integration von
Klimaschutz und
Klimaanpassung auf
kommunaler Ebene,
Germany
- ESOF Manchester, UK
- Wassersensible
Stadtentwicklung in der
wachsenden Stadt
Frankfurt am Main,
Germany
- USF Conference Tampa

- The annual
international Congress of
the Energy Agency
Rhinelands-Palatinate,
Germany
- The Next Generation
Internet Forum, Spain
- International Climate
Alliance Conference
2017, Germany
- NEXT Conference 2017,
Germany
- WATEC 2017, Israel
- ICT4Water at EIP Water
conference 2017,
Portugal

- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Spain
- Annual CAPS
community workshop
organized by CAPSSI
(date & place pending)
- ESOF, France
- 13th International
Conference on
Hydroinformatics, Italy
- World Water Week
(date & place pending)

- AWWA – American Water
Works Association, Annual
Conference & Exposition
2019, USA
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for target
groups, Spain
- HCI International 2019,
Netherlands
- World Water Week (date
& place pending)
- WATEC 2019, Israel

Q4

- Sustainable Cities
conference, UK
- International Climate
Alliance Conference,
Austria
- India-EU Water Forum.
World Sustainable
Development Summit
2016, India
- IWA World Water
Conference, Australia
- SUSCO Water and the
City Conference, Hungary
- Web Summit 2016
Lisbon (Alpha Exhibition),
Portugal
- CAPE - Low Carbon
Britain conference and
exhibition, UK
- Bluescities Final
Conference

- NetwercH20 meetings,
Netherland
- International Water
Week 2017
- IWA YWP in Cape Town

- USF Conference, Tampa
- International Climate
Alliance Conference
2018, Spain
- European Utility Week
(date and place pending)
- i-KNOW International
Conference on
Knowledge Technologies
and Data-driven Business
(date and place pending)
- Earth System
Governance Conference,
Sweden
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Spain
- Amsterdam
International Water
Week 2018

- International Climate
Alliance Conference 2019,
(date and place pending)
- European Utility Week
(date and place pending)
- CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for target
groups, Spain
- Amsterdam International
Water Week 2019
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3.1 Digital & Physical Engagement Plan for KDC cities
It is key to the POWER project that the digital and physical engagement are connected and integrated as
part of the same process, as it is detailed in Table 13.
Table 13. Digital & Physical Engagement Plan for KDC cities
Structure
POWER website
Project Management Dashboard (HUB)
DSP Pub
Delivering information to users
Static Repository
Data storage and management modules
Data visualisation of critical variables
Benchmark scenarios
Key indicators
UWCS performance matrix
FAQs
Videos
Facilitating discussion and information exchange
Forum
Discussion boards
Expert e-Advisory Group

Live online interaction
Chat room
Webinar

Approach
Gamification
Multi-lingual content broadcast
Gathering Information from users
Polls and surveys
Social activity dashboard

Collaborative content development
Best case database
City Blueprints (inc. calculating updates)
Integrated webGIS
Hackathon output (software/data?)
Wiki
Links to other digital engagement activities
Social Media
Wikipedia

3.2 Knowledge mobilization workshops or trainings
Workshops related to Task 3.5 (Engagement model development and implementation), 4.3 (Impact of the
DSP) and 4.4 (Trends and pressures and UWCS performance) are foreseen between M25 and M27 and
between M36 and M39. It is planned that these workshops will be combined in order to avoid a “workshop
overkill” in the KDCs.
The main content of these workshops would be:
1) An introduction to the methodology created in T4.2 (Methodology design for social impact evaluation),
which would also permit the development of an initial baseline.
2) Presentation of the City Blueprint and the UWCS Governance Framework that will or have been applied
in each KDC combined with work undertaken by the MSc students related to Task 4.5 (UWCS
governance in the partner cities).
The first workshops in each of the KDCs should take place between projects months M25 and M27 (at the
beginning of 2018), potentially as follows:
M25 – December 2017 / January 2018
M26 – January 2018
M26/27 – January / February 2018
M27 – February 2018

Leicester
Milton Keynes
Sabadell
Jerusalem

Approximately, a year later, the experience should be repeated in order to observe the use and effect of
the DSPs as follows:
M36 – November 2018
M38 – January 2019
M38 – January 2019
M39 – February 2019

Leicester
Milton Keynes
Sabadell
Jerusalem

Target audiences for these workshops are: politicians, professionals in councils and utilities, local and
regional experts and academics.
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3.3 Industry panels (conferences, panels and round tables)
Presentations to create awareness of the importance of the POWER DSP model are a central element of
POWER communication activities. Networking events with qualified participants including follower cities,
policy makers, industrial representatives, researchers, SME and hackathons will be attended by the POWER
partners and links to existing initiatives by implementing cross-projects collaboration will be exploited as
much as possible.
The main content of the industry panels will be:
1) Introduction to the POWER project and of its innovative methodology to address water issues.
2) Exploration of the energy and water nexus.
The first industry panel will take place between projects months M23 and M25 (before the end of 2017),
another will be held in 2018 and a final one will be held as part of POWER final conference:
M25 – December 2017
M36 – November2018
M48 – November 2019

First Industry Panel
Second Industry Panel
Final Industry Panel
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3.4 Engagement plan for follower cities
The engagement plan for follower cities is just as important as the engagement for the KDCs and is
illustrated in Table 14.
Table 14. Elements of the communication strategy of the POWER project for follower cities
Target audience
Municipal Elected
Representatives

Message
Political advantages of
more transparent,
inclusive approach to the
issue at hand

Municipal Civil
Servants

Practical capacity to
establish approach and
design policies and
actions which are based
on a social consensus.

Local interest groups,
ONGs, activists

Enhanced capacity of
real participation in the
design and
implementation of
strategies in order to
address specific issues.
Capacity of ConCensus
to permit a more
important
implementation role
Enhanced capacity of
real participation in the
design and
implementation of
strategies in order to
address specific issues.
Capacity of ConCensus
to permit a more
important
implementation role
Enhanced capacity of
real participation in the
design and
implementation of
strategies in order to
address specific issues.
Capacity of ConCensus
to permit a more
important
implementation role

Neighbourhood
communities, citizens

Local SMEs

Channel
NETWERC H2O
Urban Water Atlas for Europe
EIP WATER
Declaration of Dubrovnik
OECD WATER UNIT
Direct mailing via regional Clusters
Directed to website via Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn
NETWERC H2O
Urban Water Atlas for Europe
EIP WATER
Declaration of Dubrovnik
OECD WATER UNIT
Direct mailing via regional Clusters
WSSTP
ERRIN
Directed to website via Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn
Via Municipal Government –
Directed to website via Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn
POWER DSP

Value to target
Political advantages
PR value
Added participation
index
Political continuity

Via Municipal Government –
Directed to website via Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn
POWER DSP

Participation
Implementation
Improved dialogue with
local government and
elected representatives

Via Municipal Government –
Directed to website via Twitter,
Facebook, and LinkedIn
POWER DSP

Participation
Implementation
Improved dialogue with
local government and
elected representatives

Added participation
index
Political continuity
Stable policy
implementation
Increased dialogue at a
social, economic and
environmental level

Participation
Implementation
Improved dialogue with
local government and
elected representatives
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As reflected in the Grant Agreement, until the local POWER WATER COMMUNITIES are fully operational
and the Best Practice Repository and discussion forum is effectively established within the POWER website,
the Target Cities, i.e. those municipalities identified as being suitable as potential Follower Cities will not be
directly approached although through diverse forms of communication they will have been previously
advised and made aware of the POWER activities. In the third quarter of 2017, the Target Cities will be
formally invited to participate as Follower Cities and will then commence a process which will lead them to
have by the conclusion of the project period: a) Established the water issue to be addressed by the
implementation of the POWER methodology b) Approved both the policy to be implemented addressing
the water issue, employing the concept of the POWER WATER COMMUNITY c) Become active participants
in the central POWER WATER COMMUNITY including the Discussion Forum and Best Practice Repository. D)
Created (In the case of at least 2 municipalities) with the full approval of the City Council in plenary session,
the creation of a supervisory role of the citizen members of ConCensus, involved in the aforementioned
steps.
In preparation of D4.1 and to understand the current impact of DSP platforms in Europe, a specific
questionnaire was designed and distributed to over 150 institutions. Due to the initial low response rate,
surveys were complemented with a further round of face-to-face and/or telephone interviews allowing
corroboration of distinctive opinions found in the different sources consulted and to draw conclusions of
this deliverable. The surveys, face-to-face and/or telephone interviews will continue to be administered
among European institutions to further understand the impact of DSP in cities (T4.3) and as a
complementary method of approaching target cities.
In the context of the dissemination actions an External Advisory Board (EAB) is set up, comprised of
representatives of relevant institutions, to ensure essential cross-sector bridge-building during the project
and greatly enhance the communication and dissemination of the project’s activities, helping to look
beyond the natural life of the action. The EAB will be expected to convene in M24, M30, M36 and M42 as
well as having an important role during the Final Project Conference. The EAB members list to date is the
following.
EIP Water Secretariat (European Commission)
Guido Schmidt
Local Government Expert
Ian Lindley
The Union for the Mediterranean
Almotaz Abadi
The ICT4WATER Cluster
Lydia Vamvakeridou-Lyroudia
University of California (Irvine)
David Feldman
University of South Florida
Richard Berman
Engineering, SpA
Francesco Nucci
The roadmap for engaging with the POWER follower cities is laid out in Table 15.
Table 15: Roadmap for communication with and engagement of the POWER target and confirmed
follower cities
2016
Q1

PHASE 1
General communication
of POWER activities in
the POWER KDC Water
Communities.

2017
General communication
of POWER activities in
the POWER KDC Water
Communities.

2018
The third group of Target
Cities approached will
those who have signed
the Dubrovnik
Declaration of
Dubrovnik. While the
process of converting
more Target Cities into
Follower Cities will
continue, POWER will
together with the

2019
PHASE 3 Dissemination
and replication will be
sought in further cities, to
be implemented beyond
the life of the POWER
project itself.
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Follower Cities
implement local
workshops/Science Cafés
organised with municipal
actors. A specific effort
will be made to ensure a
fluid dialogue with 1)
Municipal Elected
Representatives
2) Municipal Civil
Servants
3) Local interest groups,
ONGs, activists
4) Neighbourhood
communities, citizens
5) Local SMEs

Q2

General communication
of POWER activities in
the POWER KDC Water
Communities.

General communication
of POWER activities in
the POWER KDC Water
Communities.

The fourth group of
Target Cities approached
will be those pertaining
to organisations such as
Climate Alliance, ICLEI
and Energy Cities. While
the process of converting
more Target Cities into
Follower Cities will
continue, POWER will
together with the
Follower Cities
implement further local
workshops/Science Cafés
organised with municipal
actors. The concept of
the central POWER
WATER COMMUNITY will
be further reinforced.

Further participation and
involvement of new
municipal WATER
COMMUNITIES with the
central POWER
mechanism. Follower Cities
will be further encouraged
to create relevant water
policy and/or incorporate
the POWER mechanisms
within existing policies. In
at least 1 KDC and 2
Follower Cities the legal
approval of the ConCensus
approach based on the
POWER DSP and /or the
written intention to do so
at a given date will be
expected.

Q3

General communication
of POWER activities in
the POWER KDC Water
Communities.

PHASE 2A AND 2B
Through the information
transmitted via the
broad social channels of
communication such as
Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn, the POWER
website (POWER WATER
COMMUNITY) together
with a direct mailing to
Target Cities,
recruitment of Follower
Cities will commence.
The first group of Target
Cities are those who
appear in The Urban
Water Atlas for Europe.

The original Follower
Cities will be expected to
establish the specific
water issues to be
addressed in each
municipality. The process
known as ConCensus will
be explained to all cities,
(KDCs, Followers and
Targets) with the
objective that the
process is established in
at least 2 Follower Cities
and 1 KDC.
The Follower Cities will
receive the benefits of

Further participation and
involvement of new
municipal WATER
COMMUNITIES with the
central POWER
mechanism. Follower Cities
will be further encouraged
to create relevant water
policy and/or incorporate
the POWER mechanisms
within existing policies. In
at least 1 KDC and 2
Follower Cities the legal
approval of the ConCensus
approach based on the
POWER DSP and /or the
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This process will be
reinforced with the
creation of a
promotional video.
Written confirmation of
municipal approval
received from Follower
Cities will be requested.

the virtual support
system through the
website and will be
invited to participate and
report back to POWER
events.

written intention to do so
at a given date will be
expected

Through the information
transmitted via the
broad social channels of
communication such as
Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn, the POWER
website (POWER WATER
COMMUNITY) together
with a direct mailing to
Target Cities,
recruitment of Follower
Cities will continue. The
second group of Target
Cities are those who are
members of the
Network for Water in
European Regions and
Cities. This process will
be reinforced with the
creation of a
promotional video.
Written confirmation of
municipal approval
received from Follower
Cities will be requested.
The Follower Cities, once
confirmed their status as
such will, with the
support of the POWER
consortium, undertake
the logistical preparation
of a workshop and/or
local Science cafés in
order to involve from the
outset, local target
groups and stakeholders.

ConCensus approach
introduced in at least 2
Follower Cities and at
least 1 KDC.
Meanwhile, all Follower
Cities will be expected to
actively participate in the
POWER events and
contribute to the POWER
channels of
communication. They will
be further encouraged to
act as POWER
Ambassadors in their
regions in order to
inform other
municipalities for whom
they will act as an
example.

All cities (KDCS, Followers
and further Target Cities)
will be invited to actively
participate in the
concluding POWER events.
A second video reflecting
the advances achieved will
be produced.
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Table 16 presents the KPIs for POWER communication to follower cities and stakeholders.
Table 16. POWER KPIs for communication to follower cities and stakeholders
KPIs for communication
Presence at public events
Stakeholder engagement
workshops/meetings
Communications with public
authorities
Communications with NGOs
Number of cities that share their best
practices on the POWER repository
Number of cities that intent to set up
DSPs

Phase 1
m1-m20
8
10

Phase 2
m20-m36
8
20

Phase 3
m36-m48
10
20

Overall

500

500

500

1,500

200
n/a

200
10

200
20

600
30

n/a

2

8

10

26
50
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Engagement activities in KDCs and DSPs communication

The POWER communication and engagement plan addresses four water issues, which are among the EIP
WATER Action Groups’ priorities. The 4 key demonstration cities have been chosen because of their ongoing work in water related areas. These four cities will provide the information for the follower cities to
use and engage in dialogue.

4.1 Citizen science engagement projects
Participation in citizen science projects has been shown to be an important public engagement activity
(Stokes et al. 2017). POWER will use citizen science projects in two ways: promoting existing projects as
well as running our own:
a) Promoting external citizen projects. Through its Eco Schools work with school children, Leicester
City Council already promotes and supports the Yellow Fish citizen science project led by the
Environment Agency (CaBA, 2017), whereby citizens paint a fish by street drains to raise awareness
that any pollutants or litter tipped down drains has the potential to harm aquatic life. POWER will
also promote this campaign via the DSP.
b) POWER citizen science projects. Potential citizen science projects and challenges will be developed
and, where feasible, implemented during the course of the project. The projects are anticipated to
take place during calendar year 2018 or water year 2019 (starting October 2018). Each project will
be
advertised
via
external
citizen
science
websites
such
as
Zooniverse
(https://www.zooniverse.org/), on the POWER DSP and through POWER media channels.
Table 17. Potential POWER Citizen Science Projects
Jerusalem,
Milton
Keynes,
Sabadell,
Leicester

Leicester

Leicester

Sabadell

Greening Gardens with Less Water (User challenge: ShareIT)
• Purpose of the initiative: measure amount of water used per square meter of garden
and achieve a higher irrigation efficiency (and at the same time reducing the risk of
flooding through sustainable drainage)
• Data collection: information as to be voluntarily provided by activists in community
gardens, individuals assessing own gardens or public spaces.
• DSP purpose:
o Register size of irrigated area, estimate amount of water consumed per
month, month of year etc.
o Sharing such data on the DSP
o Enable gardens throughout the world to compare efficiencies
o Swap ideas about irrigation methods and suitable type of plants.
Create awareness of sustainable drainage schemes
Blocked Drainages Challenge (User challenge: MapIT)
Users can pin their observed pollutions or blockages of drainages on an interactive map.
This will result in a live “heat-map” highlighting those spots where many users have pinned
a problem. The heat-map will also be used to highlight spots with re-occurring blockages in
order to improve prevention efforts.
Flash Flood Mapping. Similar to mapping drains, mapping instances of flash flooding e.g.
from water courses would serve to raise public location of water courses and potential
sources of flooding, allow prioritisation of mitigation work and improve knowledge of
spatial variations in response to rainfall events across the city.
Non-potable water exportation, ask for it!” (for citizen involvement)
Identify areas in Sabadell with high interest on non-potable water reuse that could be
addressed in future planning (of expansion of the dual network)

4.2 Leicester
The main goal for Leicester City Council is to promote awareness of potential extreme weather events such
as flooding by providing real time river water levels and predictive warnings for combined sewer overflows
in specific geographical areas of the city. The POWER DSP will allow citizens to monitor the flood risk during
potentially severe weather events. They can also assess their potential risk of flooding through online social
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gamification mechanisms, increasing individual and collective awareness. By connecting city inhabitants
through a network, they will be able to observe different flood risks.
The key elements of the engagement model for Leicester are:
- A visual exploration of water flood risk information.
- Earning rewards by information collection for preparing for surface water flooding.
- Addressing flood risk at a neighbourhood level with interactive GIS-based flood risk maps.
- Gamification of collective water flood risk awareness by actions taken with neighbourhoods’
sharing information.
A significant target group for Leicester is the Flood Wardens.
Leicester City Council currently has 19 volunteer and 11 full-time wardens in the city. These wardens are
located in the city areas that experience flooding frequently and support local communities with regard to
flood risk. We will set up the Leicester Flood Warden Challenge on the POWER DSP in order to reward the
most active wardens and the most flood-prepared user community (DSP users living in their respective
ward). Each warden and his/her community that reaches a 50 % score on the collective POWER awareness
blueprint receives the “Flood-prepared Community” badge in bronze, with 60 % in silver and with 75 % in
gold. Each month the most active warden (based on his/her own DSP activity) will be selected and
rewarded with the “Flood Warden of the Month” badge. The challenge will be accompanied by
communication campaigns through the communication channels of Leicester (e.g. website, social media,
mailings, etc.) and local press coverage.
There are 26 known flood risk hotspots throughout the city of Leicester and the individual risk of flooding in
each of them also depends on the well-functioning of the draining infrastructure. Leicester aims to improve
the effectiveness of its drainage system by speeding up its reaction time to clear blocked or polluted
drainage elements. The POWER DSP will support that by running a yearly “MapIT: Blocked Drainages”
campaign where users can pin their observed pollutions or blockages of drainages on an interactive map.
This will result in a live “heat-map” highlighting those spots where many users have pinned a problem. The
challenge will be accompanied by communication campaigns through the communication channels of
Leicester (e.g. website, social media, mailings, etc.) and local press coverage.
Table 18. Elements of the communication strategy for Leicester
Target audience
People living in high
flood risk areas

Flood wardens

Businesses at risk from
flooding

Message
What is flooding, what are its
forms and why does it happen. In
addition, what you can do to
minimise that risk.
Also, what you should do if you
find yourself experiencing a
flood.
The DSP is a mechanism for you
to communicate within your
communities and among each
other to shares ideas and
experience.
To advertise the role of being a
flood warden, and therefore
encourage more people to
become flood wardens (especially
in areas where there is low
uptake)
What is flooding, what are its
forms and why does it happen.
How could it affect your business
and what you can do to minimise
that risk.
Also, what you do if you find your
business experiencing a flood.

Channel
POWER DSP, Social
Media, potential
workshop, newsletter

Value to target
Gain a greater
understanding of flood
risk, feel more prepared
for flooding and know
where you can find out
more information.

POWER DSP, Social
Media, potential
workshop, newsletter

Opportunities for greater
communication with
other flood wardens.
Encourage more people
to get involved. Promote
the work that they do.

POWER DSP, Social
Media, potential
workshop, newsletter

Gain a greater
understanding of flood
risk. Help minimise the
impact of any flooding on
the business if it should
occur.
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Advertise their local projects,
what their role is as a group and
encourage users of the DSP to get
involved in their local projects
and expand the groups.
The DSP is a mechanism to
engage with local citizens and an
area in which ideas and best
practices can be shared.
Show what is happening in
relation to tackling flood risk in
Leicester and obtain
feedback/suggestions from the
follower cities. Promote what
they are doing in their city.

POWER DSP, Social
Media

NGO’s (Friends of the
Earth)

Platform to increase awareness
of the organisation and the
projects that they are involved
with. Also, sharing best practice

POWER DSP, Social
Media

Charities (Canals and
Rivers Trust)

Platform to increase awareness
of the organisation and the
projects that they are involved
with. Also, providing information
on their roles and responsibilities.
Sharing best practice and
increase awareness of the
organisation

POWER DSP, Social
Media

Help with increasing
participation, raising
awareness and
networking

POWER DSP, Social
Media, potential
workshops

Academic and
Educational Institutions
(DMU, University of
Leicester, Loughborough
University, schools in
Leicester)
Students - DMU

Sharing best practice and
promoting new ideas/research.
Increase awareness of the
organisation

POWER DSP, potential
workshops/ seminars/
conferences, Social
Media

Networking,
collaborative
partnerships. Share new
ideas and best practice.
Networking,
collaborative
partnerships. Share new
ideas and best practice.

Flooding (dangers of driving
through floodwater; flood
awareness/preparedness;
preventing sewer flooding)

Graphics Design
course work (module:
Communication Arts)

Neighbouring
Authorities (Derby,
Nottingham, Derbyshire,
Nottinghamshire,
Rutland, Leicestershire)

Communication on policies and
sharing best practice

POWER DSP, Social
Media

Follower Cities

Professional Institutions
(ICE, CIWEM, CIEEM)

POWER DSP, Social
Media, water groups
(such as BlueSCities)

Promotions of the
activities run by the
volunteer groups.
Expand the number of
people involved. Find out
about (and possibly
establish) other
volunteer/local activist
groups.
Opportunity for the
follower city to promote
work and activities they
are doing in relation to
their water issue.
Communicate with other
cities.
Help with increasing
participation, raising
awareness and
networking

The students will have
the opportunity to delve
deeply into a topic of
flooding, including
personal actions to
tackle the challenge.
They will additionally
benefit from exploring
how to communicate
these topics to other
people through their
graphics, and experience
in contributing to DSP or
social media content.
Additional
communication tool.
Share new ideas and best
practice
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The roadmap for communication and engagement for Leicester is detailed in Table 30 included in Annex 9 Leicester Roadmap for communication and engagement.
Table 19 shows the targets that Leicester aims to achieve for communication and dissemination.
Table 19. Communication KPIs for Leicester
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups
engaged
Number of registered DSP users
No. of logins
No. of Links with other cities
established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social Media, etc.)
No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications
No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings
Number of hits on the POWER section
within the LCC website

Phase 1
m1-m28
2

Phase 2
m20-m36
4

Phase 3
m36-m48
4

Overall

n/a
n/a
n/a

2,000
5,200
n/a

1,000
5,200
20

3,000
12
21,400
20

n/a

100

200

300

n/a

50,000

125,000

186,000

2

3

5

10

n/a

5,320

5,000

10,320

10

13

14

4.3 Milton Keynes
Water scarcity could constrain the building of new developments in the City of Milton Keynes. Reducing the
water demand per capita will allow Milton Keynes to grow with the present available water supply.
In the POWER project, Milton Keynes will encourage water conservation using social awareness incentives.
Engagement models from the project partners will provide frameworks to incentivise householders and
schools.
Milton Keynes is a smart city and pioneer’s data management through projects and initiatives such as the
many strands of MK Smart and the Transport Catapult.
The POWER DSP model will share and exchange knowledge, allowing citizens to monitor water use online,
enhancing social gamification mechanisms and increasing individual and collective awareness. By
connecting city inhabitants through a network, they will be able to see good and bad practices of others
and exchange advice on how to reduce water consumption.
The key elements of the engagement model for Milton Keynes are:
-

Visual exploration of water consumption information.
Earning rewards by collecting information for water saving.
Saving water with neighbours (competing neighbourhoods).
Encourage drought resistant planting.

Milton Keynes will use the POWER DSP to facilitate the exchange of water saving knowledge between
citizens with the aim to reach the best practice water consumption goal of 80 litres per person per day. As
part of the campaign to reach this goal, we will run the MK Water Saving Challenge, in which all users can
12

Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high.
Thus we aim for a core group of 150 highly active users (15 flood wardens engaging with 10 of his/her community members each) who log in twice
per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x 150 x 2 = 7.200 logins). Assuming that from the other 2.850 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4 months
on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (1.400 x 6 times over 24 months = 8.400 logins) and the other 50 % login two
times per year (1.450 x 4 times over 24 months = 5.800 logins), we aim to reach 21.400 logins.
13
We aim for approximately 200 social media communications (2 per week) and an additional 100 communications made up from e-newsletters
(monthly/weekly), leafleting and related events up to M48 of the project
14
Mixed-method communication directly to target groups and media coverage (online and offline media) ensures high overall reach (e.g. multiplieroriented social media strategy: re-tweeting by influential users to reach their follower-base) addressing the follower-base of Leicester City Council
social media channels (ca. 35,000), e-newsletter subscribers (ca. 9000) and the potential recipients of flyers within blanket coverage letters sent out
by Leicester City Council (ca. 136,000 properties).
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submit their personal tips on water saving on the DSP and engage with the user community discuss
contributions and vote for their favourite tips. Each challenge will be open for tip submissions for 3 months,
after which the most popular contributor (based on community votes) will be selected and awarded with
the MK Water Saver badge, ceremoniously handed over by the mayor of Milton Keynes. Each challenge will
be accompanied by a communication campaign through Milton Keynes’s communication channels (Milton
Keynes Council website, social media, press releases, newsletters and local press contacts.
There will also be a similar competition with images. These could be photographs, drawings, animations,
paintings or other form of graphics. This will have two sections, householders and schools.
In cooperation with a number of schools, Milton Keynes will set up educational projects in which school
children (ages 12-14) work together to create strategies for saving water. One team from each school will
create their own web page on a water saving topic for the DSP. This will introduce relevant contemporary
collaborative content by students and for students. In the course of the educational projects, several teams
in each school will develop a topic and build it into a contribution for the DSP. Every 4 months, each school
will select their best three creations for publishing on the global best practice repository of the DSP. The
teams that created these published articles will be rewarded with positive press coverage and a POWER
accolade for the schools and team members. The schools will also compete with each other on how much
water saving they can achieve within their school. At the end of each year, a Head of Service at Milton
Keynes Council will select the best topical contribution of the year and recognise which school made the
greatest water savings. The team that created the topical contributions will be rewarded with the “Young
Water Saving Design-Award” and the winning school with the “Water Saving School of the Year-Award”,
both ceremonially handed over by the Mayor of Milton Keynes and a representative from POWER. The
winning team, its strategy and measures that led to success will also be published on the POWER DSP
accompanied by communications through Milton Keynes’s communication channels (e.g. website, social
media, mailings, etc.) and local press coverage.
There is also an educational project planned with the local water provider, Anglian Water. The POWER
team at Milton Keynes are working with the Manager of the local Anglian Water education centre in a
collaborative project. There will be teacher information evenings where they will learn about what
resources are available from Anglian Water and Milton Keynes Council. These evenings will be followed by
a student day at Milton Keynes Council’s Saxon Court office. The plan is to have pupils from six schools,
three junior and three senior classes. This will equate to around 180 students over the day. The students
will engage with three or four activities before being asked for feedback on what they have learnt and their
ideas for saving water. The activities will include using models of catchment areas, water processing and
building a supply network along with the senior students learning the complexities facing the UK water
companies. The feedback from the students will provide information for future educational projects in
collaboration with Anglian Water.
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Table 20. Elements of the communication strategy for Milton Keynes
Target audience
Demographic age 25-35

Message
Water scarcity and
water efficiency
awareness

Channel
DSP links to Anglian Water
and Water Monitor websites

Local Authorities

Initiatives for Local
Authorities to reduce
water consumption
Drought resistant
plants and saving
water in the garden

Waterwise contacts, Public
sector carbon network

MK Citizens, residents
groups, environmental
groups and environmental
charities, allotment
societies, parish councils,
local politicians

Schoolchildren aged 12-14

Water scarcity, ways to
reduce water use.

Academia and
professionals

Information sharing

DSP articles and links to
Anglian Water website.
Approach local garden
centres with prospect to
collaborate and donate
rewards of plants and/or
advice/guidance.
Anglian Water collaboration
with schools – meter
readings and lesson plans
supported by MKC
sustainability team. Games
and competitions- plays,
poems, art etc.
Contacts at Universities, the
New Town Heritage
contacts, City Discovery
Centre, MK.

Value to target
Community engagement in
Forum discussions: ways to
reduce water consumption
Best Practice guidelines –
what is feasible in a family
household in MK
Water meter readings to
check for leaks
Forum discussions: ways to
reduce water consumption
Forum discussions: ways to
reduce water consumption
by choosing the right plants
and watering efficiently.
Garden Centre cooperation
with promoting the initiative
and providing advice.
Collaborative working, give
away water saving devices
for use at home, students
take home the message of
saving water so lifestyle
changes can be made to
reduce wasting water.
Forum discussions, idea
sharing

The roadmap for communication and engagement for Milton Keynes is detailed in Table 31 included in
Annex 9.
Table 21 shows the targets that Milton Keynes aims to achieve for communication and dissemination.
Table 21. Communication KPIs for Milton Keynes
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups
engaged
Number of registered DSP users
No. of logins
No. of Links with other cities established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social Media, etc.)
No. of recipients of the above mentioned
communications
No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings

Phase 1
m1-m18
2

Phase 2
m20-m36
4

Phase 3
m36-m48
4

Overall

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1,000
11,000
10
150

1,000
12,000
20
200

2,000
23,000
30
350

n/a

35,000

110,000

145,000

n/a

1

2

12

15

3

15

Combined reach of all communication channels. Twitter account of MK has 10,00 followers, Anglian Water has 22,600 followers,
articles in local newspaper (MKCitizen) with reach of over 100,000 households, leaflet campaign targeting 10,000 recipients =
combined reach of ca. 145,000
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4.4 Jerusalem
The main goal for the city of Jerusalem is to promote water conservation behaviours, achieve quantifiable
water savings and improved awareness regarding water quality by sharing data with other water utilities.
The objective is to encourage a rational use of water, and encourage the implementation of NRW reduction
and water quality monitoring technologies and methodologies.
The POWER DSP will provide a specific dashboard for city administrations/water utility management/other
utilities/users providing insights into the processes of collective awareness-raising within the city aiming to
identify specific segments to provide more appropriate and targeted incentives.
The key elements of the engagement model for Jerusalem are:
- Visual exploration of water consumption information
- Visual exploration of water quality information
- Earning rewards by collecting information for water saving.
- Saving water with neighbours (competing neighbourhoods).
The main target groups of Jerusalem are community garden activist groups and school children.
Hagihon is already cooperating with two community garden activist groups in Jerusalem. We will set up a
community garden challenge on the DSP where activist groups are invited to share tips, ideas and best
practice examples of gardening and irrigation techniques that use less water. The submissions will be
discussed and voted (“liked”) by the user community on the POWER DSP (local to Jerusalem as well as by
POWER’s user communities in other Key Demonstration Cities and the network of follower cities). By
reaching a defined goal of community activity and likes (number of submissions from each community
garden group and a certain number of likes), a community garden group can reach 3 different badges:
“Gold, Silver and Bronze Community Garden Group”. The challenge will be accompanied by a bi-annual
communication campaign through Hagihon’s communication channels (e.g. website, social media, mailings,
etc.) and local press coverage.
Together with the Rotary Club’s “Hands Across Water-Initiative” and in cooperation with a number of
schools throughout the city of Jerusalem, the POWER project will set up educational projects in which
school children (grades 8-10) co-create and co-design topical contributions on water saving for the DSP in
order to populate it with modern, relevant and collaborative water quality education content targeting
young users. In the course of the educational projects, several teams in each school will develop topical
contributions. Every 4 months, each school selects the best 3 creations to be published on the global best
practice repository of the DSP and rewards the creator teams. At the end of each year, POWER and the
Jerusalem Education Division (JED) will select the best contribution of the year and the winning school will
be rewarded with the “Young Water Quality Design-Award” ceremonially handed over by the head of the
JED and a representative from POWER. The challenge will be accompanied by communication campaigns
through Hagihon’s communication channels and local press coverage.
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Table 22. Elements of the communication strategy for Jerusalem
Target audience
Municipality

Community Gardens

Home Owners with
water storage tanks on
Roof

School Children

Message
Encourage a rational use of
water, and encourage the
implementation of NRW
reduction and water quality
monitoring technologies and
methodologies
Garden with efficient use of
water using water saving plants
and water saving
methodologies
Hagihon supplies drinking water
of the highest quality. The
homeowner must maintain his
rooftop storage tank, in order
to maintain quality of the water
he drinks
Water is a limited resource and
should be conserved and
quality maintained

Channel
Interaction with Director of
Community
Gardens
Department.
Partnership with Deputy
Mayor Ms. Hagit Moshe.

Value to target
Implementation of NRW
reduction and water
quality monitoring
technologies

Participation of Community
gardens in Jerusalem

20% savings in water
consumed by the
gardens compared to
previous years
500 homeowners that
confirm that they
followed Best Practice
for Rooftop Tank
maintenance provided
by Hagihon
• 50 student created
contents
to
DSP
regarding these issues
• Interaction with 10
other schools in other
cities

Public Participation (home
owners with roof top tanks)

a.

b.

General
public/Consumers

Increase awareness about
water quality

High-school classes
which focus on water
and environmental
issues

Lectures to visiting
primary and highschool students
Social media and general
media

Lectures / Tours to 6000
students
Forum and social media
discussions: ways
conserve and maintain
water quality.

The roadmap for communication and engagement for Jerusalem is detailed in Table 32 included in Annex 9
- Jerusalem Roadmap for communication and engagement.
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Table 23 shows the targets that Jerusalem aims to achieve for communication and dissemination.
Table 23: Communication KPIs for Jerusalem
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups
engaged
Number of registered DSP users
No. of logins
No. of Links with other cities
established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social Media, etc.)
No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications
No of citizen and stakeholder
engagement workshops/meetings

Phase 1
m1-m20
n/a

Phase 2
m20-m36
6

Phase 3
m36-m48
6

Overall

n/a
n/a
n/a

800
9,000
12

1,200
14,800
12

2,000
18
23,800
24

n/a

100

100

200

n/a

70,000

80,000

n/a

2

2

6

16

17

150,000

19

4

4.5 Sabadell
In the city of Sabadell water is supplied in two qualities: drinking water and water for non-drinking
purposes. CASSA is implementing an information system that enables real-time information about the
quality and conditions of service throughout their distribution networks. This will allow users to take
appropriate decisions.
The main goal of the city of Sabadell is to promote improved water quality by the active involvement of
citizens. The POWER DSP will provide the consumer with information to encourage better management of
resources and a reduction in the consumption of drinking water to be replaced by non-potable water. The
POWER DSP will also allow citizens to monitor water quality online, enhancing social gamification
mechanisms and increasing individual and collective awareness. By connecting city inhabitants through a
network, they will be able to identify different levels of water quality and openly judge and voice their
opinions concerning the resource.
The key elements of the engagement model for Sabadell are:
- Visual exploration of water quality information.
- Earning rewards by collecting information on water quality.
- Addressing water quality at the local level and comparing water quality indicators between cities.
- Promote the transparency and public participation.
- Save drinking water.
In collaboration with EDUCASSA, Cassa’s educational program, POWER will set up educational projects in
which school children co-create and co-design topical contributions on water quality for the DSP in order to
populate it with modern, relevant and collaborative science education content targeting young users. Two
times per year we will initiate a team-challenge among the 1,000 yearly students in the EDUCASSA program
in which several groups of students (ages 12-14) develop engaging, attractive and informative
contributions. Every 6 months, the best contributions will be selected and published on the POWER DSP. At
16 (Community Gardens, School children, General public, Customers (e.g. homeowners with rooftop tanks), Municipality & politicians, Technology
companies)
17
Of the 49 gardens who visit the DSP we want 60 % to register (ca. 30 gardens with 10 users each = 300 registered community garden activists). Of
the 6.000 school students who visit the DSP in 2 years we expect 20 % to register (1.200 registered school students). Of the 9.000 home owners
visiting the DSP a realistic target assessment is 5 % to register (450 users). They sum up to 1.950 users, together with registrations from technology
companies and local politicians we target ca. 2.000 registered users.
18
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high.
Thus we aim for a core group of 200 highly active users (200 gardening activists) who log in twice per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x
200 x 2 = 9.600 logins). Of the 1.200 registered school students we want to acquire a highly active core group of 10 % (120 students) who log in
twice per month and actively contribute (24 months x 120 x 2 = 5.760 logins. Assuming that from the other 1.680 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4
months on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (840 x 6 times in 2 years = 5.040 logins) and ca. 50 % login two times
per year (840 x 4 times in 2 years = 3.360 logins) we aim to reach 23.800 logins.
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the end of each year, POWER and the city of Sabadell will select the best contribution of the year and the
winning team will be rewarded with the “Young Water Quality Design-Award” ceremonially handed over by
the mayor of Sabadell. The contest will be accompanied by communication campaigns through Cassa’s
communication channels (e.g. website, social media, mailings, etc.) and local press coverage.
One of CASSA’s objective in POWER is to expand the existing non-potable water network according to
citizen demand and to promote its use. In addition to the existing Master Plan and the participatory user
poll on the DSP we will also design and carry out the annual “MapIT User Challenge – Greening Sabadell
with Non-Potable Water”. By clicking on the desired delivery point for non-potable water in an interactive
city map on the DSP (with the additional option to upload a photo of the spot) a live “heat map” will
visualize demand hot spots in Sabadell. The challenge will be accompanied by an online communication
campaign through Cassa’s communication channels. Furthermore, we will engage with local (guerrilla)
gardening groups and activists to promote the challenge with their communities in order to use more nonpotable and less of the scarce potable water for irrigation in Sabadell.
Table 24. Elements of the communication strategy for Sabadell
Target audience
Citizens of Sabadell

Message
Reduce the potable
water consumption by
promoting the use of
non-potable water

Students

Raise awareness about
the importance of non
potable water as a tool
to mitigate the effects of
the climate change.

Users / Administration

Reinforce trust of
citizens about the quality
of drinking water from
the tap and water
service

Channel
DSP
Forms
Data
Information
Clients who come to our offices
EDUCASSA program

Value to target
5% higher non-potable
water importance
opinion

DSP

Minimum of 80%
satisfaction with the
quality of the water
service

-

100 tests answered

Share
water
quality
indicators between cities
Analytical
parameters
(easy visualization)
Explain to understand
easily the main quality
parameters
Clients who come to our offices
Inform about water works
Inform about water service
interruptions

The roadmap for communication and engagement for Sabadell is detailed in Table 33 included in Annex 9 Sabadell Roadmap for communication and engagement. Table 25 shows the targets that Sabadell aims to
achieve for communication and dissemination.
Table 25: Communication KPIs for Sabadell
Communication KPIs
Number of relevant target groups
engaged
Number of registered DSP users
No. of logins
No. of Links with other cities
established
No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
Press releases, Social Media, etc.)
No. of recipients of the above
mentioned communications

Phase 1
m1-m20
n/a

Phase 2
m20-m36
2

Phase 3
m36-m48
3

Overall

n/a
n/a
n/a

500
3,000
0

1,500
8,800
24

2,000
11,800
24

2

73

175

250

n/a

30,000

100,000

130,000

5
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Communication through the partners’ channels

Existing communication channels of the project partners and associated links to their networks and
communities will be used to disseminate and reinforce the communication effort. These channels include,
but are not limited to, the ones described in Table 34 included in Annex 10 – Partners’ channels.
Public project deliverables such as project reports, working papers, articles, and other documents will be
published or made available through open access channels such as the project website and the websites of
the project partners. Public updates about the project progress will be reported on the project website as
well as those of institutional websites of all project partners. Significant news will also be published through
Social Media channels (Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn channels of the project, etc.), which will be
managed by the responsible partner. The project coordinator and - as needed - all other partners, will
provide written updates to the responsible partner for reporting on the website and, as appropriate, other
social channels.
All partners will use their regional and national channels to communicate results, events and reports of
interest in their own contexts. Partners will, through their institution’s communication (press office) office,
make use of existing contacts with local regional and national newspapers, organisations specialized in
water-related issues.
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Conclusions

This deliverable has described the communication strategy of the POWER project, as well as the project
website and a first identification of targeted activities. These planned activities aim at ensuring the widest
possible impact of the POWER concepts, results and outputs.
The communication actions will be tracked by the partner in charge by monitoring at regular intervals,
whether the strategy is progressing as planned. Community assessment will precede any community
intervention, so that planned activities could match the needs and assets of the target audience.
Participative monitoring and evaluation with target audience members will help to understand what
change means within the particular community.
To efficiently update the communication activities, the Key Performance Indicators defined throughout this
document will be constantly monitored and their respective progress towards set goals will be checked
against the respective target values. In case of substantial deviation from plan, timely measures will be
undertaken in order to ensure that POWER achieves its ambitious communication and engagement
objectives. To facilitate this, a communication monitoring and evaluation plan will be designed as part of
T5.3 work.
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Annex 1 – Screenshot of the POWER website

Figure 8. Screenshot of the homepage of the POWER website
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Annex 2 – POWER website map
The framework of the site map of the POWER website is given below. It is displayed in the menu in the
horizontal navigation. The menu is structured within a maximum of 11 levels to ease accessibility.
§
§

§

§

§

§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Home
Overview
o Overview
o Abstract
o Objectives
o Work packages
o Consortium
Activities & Events
o Workshops
o Trainings
o Networking
o Event calendar
Network
o NetwercH20
o EIP Water
o City Blueprints AG
o Climate Alliance
o Liaisons
Water issues
o Reduction of water consumption
o Water quality
o Flood risk
o Water conservation
o Water best practices
Water communities
o About water communities
o Expected impact
o Sharing progress
o Enter Power water communities
o Follower cities
Enter your city water community (slider and up menu)
Best practices
Social Wall
Newsletter (sign up)
About Power
Key Demonstrator Cities
Latest News
Our Network
Footer section (Documents, Get in touch form, upcoming events, Power tweets)
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Annex 3 – Events and conferences used for POWER dissemination and communication
strategy
Table 26: Schedule of events and conferences used for POWER dissemination and communication
strategy
2016

2017

Jan

2018
5 Cycles of Conferences
“Aigua I Mon”, Sabadell,
Spain
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Milton Keynes
2018

2019
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Milton Keynes
2019

Feb

EIP water conference in
Leeuwarden 2016,
NetwercH20
Conference

Department for DSI Fair
2017, a CAPSSi event –
Rome, Italy
Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy London, UK
EU Water Sector
Coordination event

BDEW (German
Association of Energy and
Water Industries):
Project group
digitalization of water
management (date &
place confirmation
pending)
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Jerusalm 2018

BDEW (German
Association of Energy and
Water Industries):
Project group
digitalization of water
management (date &
place confirmation
pending)
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Jerusalm 2019

Mar

NETWERC H2O
Conference and General
Assembly – Pisa, Italy

Waterwise 2017, an
ICT4Water cluster Event London, UK

Waterwise Water
Efficiency Conference &
Water Saving Week (date
& place confirmation
pending)

Waterwise Water
Efficiency Conference &
Water Saving Week (date
& place confirmation
pending)

Flood and Coast 2018
(20-22 March, Telford,
UK)
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Sabadell 2018
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Flood and Coast 2019
(20-22 March, Telford,
UK)
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Sabadell 2019
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Energy Cities Annual
Conference (date & place
confirmation pending)

Energy Cities Annual
Conference (date & place
confirmation pending)

UK Water Saving week &
Waterwise annual
conference, London, UK

UK Water Saving week &
Waterwise annual
conference (date & place
confirmation pending)

Resilience Workshop at
Open University Heerlen, The
Netherlands

Apr

CitiZEN Final project
meeting Zadar, Croatia
Stand in a shopping
centre for World Water
Day - Milton Keynes, UK
Energy Cities Annual
Conference Stuttgart, Germany

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for

CASSA - DSP
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May

Adaptation Futures
Conference 2016 –
Rotterdam, Netherlands
CAPS Community
meeting and workshop
– Berlin, Germany
First International ECSA
Conference 2016
organized by the
European Citizen
Science Association
(ECSA) – Berlin,
Germany
WE&EU CONFERENCE
BRUSSELS

Jun

Strategieworkshop
Klima-Bündnis Energiereferat,
Frankfurt am Main,
Germany
ICT4Water Cluster
Meeting – Jerez, Spain
DSI4EU: Shaping the
Future of Digital Social
Innovation – Brussels,
Belgium
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Meeting of the Union for
the Mediterranean Valletta, Malta
EIP WATER Steering
Group
Afri-Alliance Conference

target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Leading Change for
Sustainability Smart
Cities workshop event (4
May, Leicester, UK,
DMU)
Water Nexus Conference
2017 Dresden, Germany

National Climate Alliance
Conference 2018, (date &
place confirmation
pending), Germany

National Climate Alliance
Conference 2019, (date &
place confirmation
pending), Germany

International Conference
on ICT for Sustainability
(ICT4S), Toronto, Canada

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Save Water Southeast
conference Woking, UK
WATER CONFERENCE
POLE D’EAU –
Montpellier
Salón Tecnológico del
Agua, XXXIV Jornadas
Tecnicas de AEAS,
Tarragona, Spain
The annual international
Congress of the Energy
Agency RhinelandsPalatinate, Mainz,
Germany
Information-Desk and
leaflets at the annual
International Congress of
the energy agency
Rhineland-Palatinate Mainz, Germany
ICPP 3 – Singapore 2017
– The International
Conference on Public
Policy, Singapore
EUSEW, Brussels,
Belgium
Dagstuhl Seminar: Citizen
Science Design &
Engagement, Wadern,
Germany

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

AWWA – American
Water Works
Association, Annual
Conference & Exposition
2018 - USA
International Workshop
on the Social Web for
Environmental and
Ecological Monitoring
(SWEEM 2018, (date &
place confirmation
pending)

AWWA – American
Water Works
Association, Annual
Conference & Exposition
2019 - USA
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

3rd Efficient Water
Systems International
Conference, Lefkada
Island, Greece
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Leaflets at EUSEW Brussels, Belgium
AWWA – American
Water Works Association
– Annual Conference &
Exposition 2017,
Philadelphia, USA
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Integration von
Klimaschutz und
Klimaanpassung auf
kommunaler Ebene Freiburg, Germany
FP4BATIW Conference –
Barcelona
ESOF Manchester
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Dagstuhl Seminar: Citizen
Science Design &
Engagement Wadern, Germany

Annual CAPS community
workshop organized by
CAPSSI (date & place
confirmation pending)

Research Seminar at
National University of
Singapore, Singapore

ESOF – Marseille
Multi Conference on
Computer Science and
Information Systems
MCCSIS (date & place
confirmation pending)

Research Seminar at Lee
Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy, National
University of Singapore

HCI International 2019,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

13th International
Conference on
Hydroinformatics,
Palermo, Italy
Thirteenth International
Conference on
Interdisciplinary Social
Sciences, Granada, Spain
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Aug

Sep

Wassersensible
Stadtentwicklung in der
wachsenden Stadt
Frankfurt am Main Frankfurt, Germany
USF Conference Tampa

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

The Next Generation
Internet Forum Barcelona, Spain

World Water Week (date
& place confirmation
pending)

Excursion to stormwater
management with
Emscher
Genossenschaft/
Lippeverband at the
annual CA conference Essen, Germany
International Climate
Alliance Conference
2017, Essen, Germany

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

WATEC 2019, Tel Aviv &
Jerusalem, Israel
World Water Week (date
& place confirmation
pending)
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

NEXT Conference 2017,
Hamburg, Germany
WATEC 2017, Tel Aviv &
Jerusale
ICT4Water at EIP Water
conference 2017 (26
September, Porto,
Portugal) m, Israel
EIP WATER CONFERENCE
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27-29 September 2017,
Porto, Portugal
Oct

Sustainable Cities
conference – London,
UK
International Climate
Alliance Conference &
Climate Star Gala Krems an der Donau,
Austria
India-EU Water Forum.
World Sustainable
Development Summit
2016 Delhi, India
IWA World Water
Conference Brisbane, Australia

USF Conference – Tampa
International Climate
Alliance Conference
2018, Barcelona, Spain
European Utility Week
(date and place
confirmation pending)
i-KNOW International
Conference on
Knowledge Technologies
and Data-driven Business
(date and place
confirmation pending)

International Climate
Alliance Conference
2019, place tbc
European Utility Week
(date and place
confirmation pending)
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Earth System
Governance Conference,
Lund, Sweden
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Nov

SUSCO Water and the
City Conference Budapest, Hungary
BUDAPEST WATER
CONFERENCE
EUROPEAN UTILITIES
WEEK – Barcelona
Meetings with local
groups and City Council
of Jerusalem
Web Summit 2016
Lisbon (Alpha
Exhibition), Lisbon,
Portugal

NetwercH20 meetings

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Dec

CAPE Low Carbon Britain
conference and
exhibition - London, UK
BLUESCITIES FINAL
CONFERENCE

Amsterdam International
Water Week 2017
IWA YWP in Cape Town
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Leicester 2017

Amsterdam International
Water Week 2018
Knowledge mobilization
workshop Leicester 2018
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain

Amsterdam International
Water Week 2019
CASSA - DSP
demonstrations for
target groups, Sabadell,
Spain
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Annex 4 – Screenshot of POWER on Twitter

Annex 5 – Targeted hashtags by POWER on Twitter
Table 27. Targeted hashtags on Twitter
Key monitored hashtags
#WaterIsPrecious

https://twitter.com/hashtag/WaterIsPrecious?src=hash

#Water

https://twitter.com/hashtag/water?src=hash

#ClimateChange

https://twitter.com/hashtag/ClimateChange?src=hash

#watermanagement

https://twitter.com/hashtag/watermanagement?src=hash

#WaterSecurity

https://twitter.com/hashtag/WaterSecurity?src=hash

#WaterReuse

https://twitter.com/hashtag/WaterReuse?src=hash

#savewater

https://twitter.com/hashtag/savewater?src=hash

#ThinkWater

https://twitter.com/hashtag/ThinkWater?src=hash

#Waterpedia

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Waterpedia?src=hash

#drought

https://twitter.com/hashtag/drought?src=hash

#WaterIsLife

https://twitter.com/hashtag/WaterIsLife?src=hash

#FloodAware

https://twitter.com/hashtag/FloodAware?src=hash

#flooding

https://twitter.com/hashtag/flooding?src=hash
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Annex 6 – Screenshot of POWER on Facebook

Annex 7 – Screenshot of POWER on LinkedIn
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Annex 8 – Mass Media, Press release
Table 28. List of the press and media channels to be used in the different countries
City,
Country

Brussels,
Belgium

Germany

Sabadell,
Spain

Newspaper, Magazine

Online journal

Forum

Euro News
Climate Network Europe
EUobserver.com
Energy Post
European Voice
Politico
Revolve Magazine
Euobserver
Euractiv
Eurocorrespondent.com
Revolve Magazine
Financial Times
EU-Rundschreiben
VDI Verlag UmweltMagazin
ÖKO-TEST
ökom - Politische Ökologie
AbL Bauernblatt
UmweltDialog
PlanerIn
Solarthemen
Energiekommune
öko-invest
ECOregio
Chanc/ge (ip inside partner)
Punkt.um (Oekom-Verlag)
UmweltBriefe
Zeitung für kommunale Wirtschaft
Der Landkreis
AKP - alternative Kommunalpolitik
Der Gemeinderat
Rundbrief Kommunal
der städtetag
Kommunalwirtschaft
VKU-Nachrichtendienst
Stadt und Gemeinde difu
Demokratische Gemeinde
Kommunalpolitische Blätter
das rathaus
enorm magazin
trennt magazin
sinn magazin
oya magazin
flow magazin
slow magazin
utopie magazin
transform magazin
Zeo2 magazin
Diari de Sabadell
La Vanguardia
El Periódico
ARA
El Punt Avui

Water Resources Management
Environment, Development and
Sustainability

The Water Network|by
AcqueSPE
Global Water Forum

redaktion@europaticker.eu
http://www.betterplace-lab.org
http://thechanger.org/
www.utopia.de
Kimaretter
Huber Verlag Neue Medien
Umweltbrief
Spiegel Online
Cityweb Network
FAIReconomics
bio.de - einfach gut leben
Umwelt Kompass

NacioSabadell
iSabadell
Sabadell Informa
Sabadell Notícies
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Manresa,
Spain

Portugal

La Vanguardia
Regió7
El Punt Avui
El Periódico
CTM magazine

Água & Ambiente,
Industria&Ambiente, Público
Leicester Mercury
BBC Radio Leicester
BBC East Midlands Today
ITV Central
OneMK
Milton Keynes Citizen
The Municipal Journal
Local Government News
On Line
•

UK
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Notícias de la Ciencia
Eseficiencia
InterEmpresas
EnergiasRenovables
Futurenviro
Retema
Vilaweb
Naciódigital
Sostenible
CTM newsletter
industriaeambiente.pt
ambienteonline.pt
The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/u
k/environment
The Times
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/
The Economist
https://www.economist.com/
New Scientist
https://www.newscientist.com/
BBC news
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news)
BBC Future
http://www.bbc.com/future
Climate Consensus - The 97%
http://www.theguardian.com/en
vironment/climate-consensus97-per-cent
The Earth Times
http://www.earthtimes.org/ener
gy
The Energy Industry Times
www.teitimes.com
Green Futures
https://www.forumforthefuture.
org/greenfutures
Nature Climate Change
www.nature.com
The Ecologist
http://www.theecologist.org
www.onemk.co.uk
www.miltonkeynes.co.uk
www.themj.co.uk
www.localgov.co.uk
www.mksmart.org/citizens
www.onemk.co.uk/getinvolved.html
www.miltonkeynes.co.uk/mklive-blog
www.mkcommunityfoundation.c
o.uk
https://communityactionmk.org
www.mksmart.org/water
BBC Leicester
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/eng
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land/leicester

Jerusalem,
Israel

Pisa, Italy

Maariv
Yediot Haharonot
Globes
The marker
Haaretz
Calcalist
Al quds – Arabic
Jerusalm, Post
Tirreno Pisa,
Nazione Pisa
Repubblica
Il Giornale

BBC Beds, Herts & Bucks
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/eng
land/beds_bucks_and_herts
Times of Israel
Daily maily
Israel Defense

InToscana.it
gonews.it
PaginaQ.it
PisaInformaFlash.it
http://www.wateronline.info/cat
egory/ambiente-paesaggio
http://www.repubblica.it/ambie
nte

http://www.italiaclima.org/
http://www.acquabenecomu
ne.org/

Table 29. List of Press agencies that will be contacted to share the POWER project
City and language

Brussels, English

Germany, German

Press agencies
Reuters
Agence Europe
International News Services.com
Agence Europe
Associated Press
Deutsche Presse-Agentur
Evangelischer Pressedienst
Kath. Nachrichten Agentur GmbH
Agence France Presse GmbH
Jugendpresse Deutschland
Kath. Nachrichten Agentur GmbH
Evangelischer Pressedienst
Reuters
Inter Press Service Deutschland
Deutsche Presse-Agentur
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Annex 9 – DSP Communication & engagement plans in KDCs
Leicester Roadmap for communication and engagement
Table 30. Leicester roadmap for communication and engagement.
2016

2017

2018

2019

Q1

- Launch of collaboration
development with Eco
schools

- Start of MapIT: Blocked
Drainages Citizen Science
Project and Campaign
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 3. SuDS
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award
- Flyer campaign within
blanket coverage letters
sent out by Leicester City
Council
- Newsletter to increase
number of Followers on
social media (especially
Facebook and LinkedIn)

- Start of Flash Flood MapIT
Citizen Science Project and
Campaign
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 1. Do you know your
flood risk?
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award

Q2

- Leicester Riverside
Festival – advertising the
POWER project

- 2
Communication
campaign (website, social
media, newsletters) on
flood awareness and the
POWER DSP
‘Your
Leicester’
newsletter
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 1. Do you know
your flood risk?
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award

3
Communication
campaign (website, social
media, newsletters) on
flood-prepared
communities
and
the
POWER DSP
- ‘Face’ newsletter
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 2. Flood Wardens
- Rerun MapIT: Flash Flood
communication campaign
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award

- ‘Face’ newsletter
- Quarterly quiz on the DSP: 2. Flood Wardens
- Rerun of MapIT:
Blocked
Drainages
communication
campaign
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award

‘Your
Leicester’
newsletter
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 3. SuDS
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award

Q3

- Launch of collaboration
with LLR Prepared

st

- 1
Communication
campaign
(website,
social
media,
newsletters) of the DSP
‘going live’
- Newsletter to increase
number of Followers on
social media (especially
Facebook and LinkedIn)
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 1. Do you know
your flood risk?
- Launch of the CPD &
Student Brief project
with DMU

nd

rd
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- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 2. Flood Wardens
- Knowledge mobilisation
Workshop
- Start of Leicester “Flood
Warden of the Month”
Challenge and Campaign
- Launch of Eco schools
education campaign
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‘Your
Leicester’
newsletter
- Quarterly quiz on the
DSP: 3. SuDS
- Knowledge mobilisation
Workshop
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award and
“Flood Warden of the
Year” award

- ‘Face’ newsletter
- Rerun MapIT: Blocked
Drainages communication
campaign
- Monthly “Flood Warden
of the Month” award and
“Flood Warden of the
Year” award
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Milton Keynes Roadmap for communication and engagement
Table 31. Milton Keynes roadmap for communication and engagement.
2016

2017

2018

2019

Q1

- POWER web page
created for the Milton
Keynes Council website
- Discussions with
partners on community
engagement activities
- Socio technical
requirements discussed
with POWER partners for
D3.2

- Initial communication
campaign for POWER on
Anglian Water and Milton
Keynes Council websites
- Negotiations with water
sensor manufacturers
with view to purchase
100 sensors for domestic
properties.

-Student day with AW at
the Atrium, MKC office
-Start of educational cocreation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project
- Start of 2018 water
saving
competition
among schools
- Launch smart-metering
campaign
with
pilot
households (roll-out &
campaign)
nd
- 2 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign (
neighbourhood
challenges for
competitive water saving,
data analysis to
determine where the
best savings were made
and rewards for
creativity)

- 6 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop
- Start of 2019 water
saving competition
among schools
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project

Q2

- 1 Citizen Engagement
Workshop
- Networking with local
environmental groups

- Research for DSP
content
- Political awareness
within Milton Keynes
Council
- Working with
Communications team
- Liaising with Anglian
water to establish what is
possible with available
resources.

- Start of educational
sessions with parents in
the POWER school
project
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project
nd
- 2 Communication
campaign (website, social
media, newsletters,
leaflets) on water saving
and the POWER DSP
rd
- 3 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project

- 3 Communication
campaign (website, social
media, newsletters) on
water saving
th
- 6 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project

st

th

rd
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st

- 4 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project

- 7 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project

st

- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project
- “Young Water Saving
Design” & “Water Saving
School of the Year”Award ceremony &
campaign
th
- 5 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign -

- Continued educational
co-creation sessions with
students in the POWER
school project
- “Young Water Saving
Design” & “Water Saving
School of the Year”Award ceremony &
campaign
th
- 8 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
-Seek funding for an MK
water conference with
local environmental
groups
-press release
-press articles in local
newsletters
- banner on opening page
of Milton Keynes website
- display in Milton Keynes
Central Library
- collaborate with local
shopping centre INTU on
a ‘green and blue
weekend’ (environment
and water)

Q3

- Liaising with the
manager of the local
water treatment plant :
researching for the KPI’s
for the City Blueprint

- 1 MKC POWER
communication campaign
(website, social media,
newsletters) of the DSP
‘going live’
- Launch of collaboration
with Anglian Water in the
POWER school project

Q4

- Research for the Issues
with POWER project
partners and colleagues
who work with schools

- 1 Training session for
teachers in the POWER
school project
st
- 1 MK Water Saving
Challenge & campaign
- Knowledge mobilisation
Workshop
- Teacher evenings at
Anglian Water Education
Centre in November

th

th
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Jerusalem Roadmap for communication and engagement
Table 32. Jerusalem roadmap for communication and engagement.
2016
Q1

- Launch of weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

Q2

- 1 POWER information
campaign (Hagihon
website)
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

st

2017

2018

2019

- Launch of collaboration
development with Rotary
Club “Hands Across
Water-Initiative”
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Launch of Young Water
Quality Design-Challenge
2017 for school children
to co-create content for
the DSP
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop
- Communication
campaign (flyer, web)
about water leaks in
municipal water network
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon
- Newsletter to increase
number of Followers on
social media (especially
Facebook and LinkedIn)

- Launch of Young Water
Quality Design-Challenge
2017
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop
- Re-run communication
campaign (flyers, web) for
community gardens
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with community
garden activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry, government
& science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school children
at Hagihon

- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Awarding best 3 results
from the Young Water
Quality Design- Challenge
- Re-run communication
campaign (flyers, web)
for community gardens
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- 3rd POWER information
campaign (Hagihon
website)
- Awarding best 3 results
from the Young Water
Quality Design- Challenge
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with community
garden activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry, government
& science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school children
at Hagihon
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Q3

- Launch of monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Communication
campaign (flyers, web)
for house owners on
rooftop tanks
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- 2 POWER information
campaign (Hagihon
website) on DSP go-live
- Newsletter to increase
number of Followers on
social media (especially
Facebook and LinkedIn)
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- 3 POWER information
campaign (Hagihon
website)
- Awarding best 3 results
from the Young Water
Quality Design- Challenge
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Awarding best 3 results
from the Young Water
Quality Design- Challenge
- Re-run communication
campaign (flyers, web) for
house owners on rooftop
tanks
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with community
garden activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry, government
& science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school children
at Hagihon

Q4

- Launch of weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Communication
campaign (flyers, web)
for community gardens
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Re-run communication
campaign (flyers, web)
for house owners on
rooftop tanks
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Awarding “Young Water
Quality Design-Award
2017” with the
contribution of the year
and winning school
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Continued monthly
meetings with
community garden
activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry,
government & science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school
children at Hagihon

- Awarding “Young Water
Quality Design-Award
2018” with the
contribution of the year
and winning school
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills
- Re-run communication
campaign (flyer, web)
about water leaks in
municipal water network
- Continued monthly
meetings with community
garden activists
- Continued weekly
sessions with delegations
from industry, government
& science
- Continued weekly
educational training
sessions for school children
at Hagihon
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Sabadell Roadmap for communication and engagement
Table 33. Sabadell roadmap for communication and engagement.
2016
Q1

2017

2018

2019

- Set-up of collaborative
education project with
EDUCASSA

EDUCASSA
Young
Water Quality DesignChallenge for school
children to co-create
content for the DSP
- Launch of “MapIT 2018
User
Challenge”
&
campaign
- Information campaign
(web, social media, press
release) about water
service interruptions
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop

- EDUCASSA Young Water
Quality Design-Challenge
- Launch of “MapIT 2019
User
Challenge”
&
campaign
- Knowledge mobilization
workshop
- Costumer engagement
campaign through bills

- Awarding best 3 results
from the EDUCASSA
Young Water Quality
Design- Challenge
- Information campaign
on
water
quality
(website, social media,
press release)

- 3rd POWER information
campaign (website, social
media)
- Awarding best 3 results
from the EDUCASSA Young
Water Quality DesignChallenge

- POWER information
campaign
(website,
social
media,
press
release) on DSP go-live
- Virtual meeting on
Social Media

- Costumer engagement
campaign
through
Cassa’s water bills
- Information campaign
on non-potable water
(website, social media,
press release)

- Costumer engagement
campaign through Cassa’s
water bills
- Information campaign
(web, social media, press
release) about water
service interruptions

- Information campaign
on non-potable water
(website, social media,
press release)

- Awarding best 3 results
from the EDUCASSA
Young Water Quality
Design- Challenge

- Awarding best 3 results
from the EDUCASSA Young
Water Quality DesignChallenge

Q2

Q3

Q4

- Initial POWER
information campaign
(web, press release)
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Annex 10 – Partners’ channels
Table 34. Partners’ channels
Partner

Channel type

Channel

DMU

Website

http://www.dmu.ac.uk/research/research-faculties-and-institutes/instituteof-energy-and-sustainable-development/new-research-projects/power.aspx

Social Media

Facebook DMU: @dmuleicester
Facebook Sustainable DMU: @SustainableDMU
Twitter DMU: @dmuleicester
Twitter Sustainable DMU: @SustainableDMU
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=12587
Instagram Sustainable DMU: sustainabledmu

Press office

DMU Press release
DMU Square Mile

Lectures and/or
workshops

Two sessions per semester related to POWER and water environmental
challenges in a MSc module (Resource Efficient Design) (around 60 students)

DMU internal news

http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/news/news.aspx

Website

http://baseform.com/

Social Media

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/9297288/

Press releases

http://baseform.com/np4/news/

Website

News site of European Institute for Participatory Media
http://eipcm.org/newsfeed/

Social Media

Twitter channel of EIPCM (@eipcm)

Website

Information and web link could be provided on the ‘Flooding’ section of the
LCC website

Social Media

LCC Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

eNewsletter

‘Your Leicester’ and ‘Face’ e-newsletter

Printed materials

Use of flyers within council letters which are sent out twice a year across the
city – feasibility of this would need to be checked and discussed

Website

Council website - https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/environmental-healthand-trading-standards/mk-low-carbon-living/power-project

Social Media

Twitter - #lovemk
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/MKCouncil1/

Press office

Council comms team – all comms activity needs to be approved by our in
house comms team.

Newsletter

In house council newsletter, both hard copy and emails.

Website

www.climatealliance.org

Social Media

Twitter: @ClimatAlliance
LinkedIn: Climate Alliance Klima-Bündnis Alianza del Clima

BASEFORM

EIPCM

LCC

MK

CA
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Facebook: Climate Alliance Klima-Bündnis Alianza del Clima

CTM

KWR

UU

CUBIT

Hagihon

eNewsletter

climail a: english version b: german language version c: version for germany

Press releases

a: english version b: german language version c: version for germany

Website

www.ctm.com.es
https://eurecat.org/es/

Newsletter

CTM newsletter

NETWERC H2O –
Website, LinkedIn,
Twitter, Facebook

https://twitter.com/Eurecat_news
https://twitter.com/FundacioCTM
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10204/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/9355193/
https://www.facebook.com/Eurecatorg/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Fundaci%C3%B3-CTM-Centre-Tecnol%C3%B2gic181108145249135/?fref=ts
http://www.netwerch2o.eu/

Website

General website: www.kwrwater.nl
EIP water City Blueprint website: https://www.eip-water.eu/City_Blueprints
EIP Water website: http://www.eip-water.eu/
Allied Waters website: http://www.alliedwaters.com/ (For POWER it
depends, i.e. needed and appropriate we can use this website too)
Watershare website: http://www.watershare.eu/ For POWER it depends, i.e.
needed and appropriate we can use this website too)

Social Media

https://twitter.com/kwr_water
https://www.linkedin.com/in/keesvanleeuwen1/?ppe=1
https://twitter.com/leeuwenk55?lang=en

Print Magazine XYZ

Global Water Forum
Water Resources Management
Environment, Development and Sustainability

Press releases

Via KWR website

Website

https://www.uu.nl/en/research/copernicus-institute-of-sustainabledevelopment

Press releases

https://www.uu.nl/en/research/copernicus-institute-of-sustainabledevelopment/news-events/news

Social Media

https://www.facebook.com/copernicusinstituteuu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10608006/

Website

www.cubitlab.com

Social Media

https://www.facebook.com/cubitlab
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cubit-wireless-innovation-lab
https://twitter.com/Cubitlab

Press releases

Through Cubit network

Website

www.hagihon.co.il, ynet Hagihon (Hagihon's area in Israel's most popular
news site)

Social Media

Instagram: Municipality of Jerusalem
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Facebook in Arabic

CASSA

Press Releases

Sharing through the Hagihon network

Local Radio

Sharing POWER project through the local radio

Advertisements on
screen in local movie
theatres

Sharing POWER project in local movie theatres

Website

http://www.aiguessabadell.cat/
http://www.cassa.es/

Social Media

Twitter: @AiguesSabadell
Twitter: @GrupCASSA
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/auladelaigua/

Press office

comunicacio@cassa.es

Newsletter

CASSA Newsletter

Yammer

Suez Environnement Spain Yammer (15.000 employees)
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